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The 
fire next time 
Gang intervention 
group 
creates
 
U.N.I.T.Y.
 
By Devin Fehely 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
LOS ANGELES  
Darren Bo Taylor 
has seen the 
riots.
 Now, he is waiting for 
the revolution that will improve education 
and bring 
employment  to the inner city. 
Taylor is the president 
of UNITY. 
ONE, 
a gang prevention/intervention
 
organization he started in the 
aftermath
 of 
the 1992 L.A. riots.
 UNITY. ONE, 
which stands for 
United  Nations In Touch 
with Youth, uses education
 to keep stu-
dents out of gangs. 
Taylor preaches a gospel
 of self-help, 
refusing to blame the powers -that
-be for his 
problems. 
"No white man told me to sell dope; no 
white told 
me to shoot my own kind. I 
did 
it to myself," Taylor said. 
Taylor credits a near -death 
experience 
with his 
decision  to begin 
UNITY. 
ONE. He said he 
had an ephipany while 
recovering from
 a burst appendix. 
"I 
knew I needed to change; 
divine  
prayer and guidance
 from God helped me," 
Taylor 
said. 
His sentiments are 
echoed by others in 
the group. Andrew, 
a member of the 
School Yard Crips,
 joined after he was 
shot  
in the leg by a rival gang 
member.  Soft-spo-
See U.N.I.T.Y. ONE, page 5 
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Above: 
Hildebrant  "Hilly" 
Flowers
 of
 UNITY.
 ONE a 
gang 
intervention
 group comprised of 
members  of the 
Crips and Bloods hugs 
fellow
 member Bo Taylor. The 
group came to voice their 
displeasure  during a town 
meet-
ing at the First AME 
Church in South Central Los 
Angeles.
 
Left: Former
 Los Angeles Grip John 
Sikes,
 26, left, and Bo Taylor, presi-
dent
 of
 UNITY.
 ONE, a gang inter-
vention and
 prevention organization 
are
 trying to guide the youth of Los 
Angeles 
toward a life of legitimacy by 
getting them out of gangs 
and into the 
workplace.  One problem 
L.A.-based  
UNITY. ONE is 
facing  is the lack of 
employment 
and employers willing to 
hire ex -gang
 members. "We are human 
beings,
 we have children and wives," 
Sikes said. 
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Marketing
 
students 
present
 
GMC  
By Laura Venni 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer  
In an opportunity to give 
marketing
 
interns 
practical business experience 
and
 to allow San Jose State 
University 
students a chance to 
have a day of 
enjoyment, the General Motors 
Marketing Interns hosted
 an event to 
promote  Smythe Buick, Pontiac, 
GMC, a San Jose auto 
dealership.
 
The event, called "Smythe Pontiac: 
Your 
Onramp  to 
the Information
 
Superhighway," 
in conjunction with 
Smythe, was the culmination of 
an 
entire semester's work of seven
 students 
hosen for 
the General 
Motors 
Marketing Internship. 
The interns hosted the day, which 
included a hockey shoot-out, a 
football  
toss, 
free gifts including 'F -shirts, pens, 
drinks and gift certificates from 
loul 
downtown merchants. Cars from
 
Smythe 
were on display and 
the  band 
Dream Station performed 
for a noon 
crowd.
 
People were also given 
the opportu-
nity to experience 
Pontiac  On-line on 
eight 
computer  terminals set up 
to
 dis-
play Web sites. 
"The
 internship gives
 
the students 
practical  experience in marketing,"
 said 
Richard Weasel, faculty 
supervisor  and 
marketing professor. 
Program  
Board
 gives
 
final  
blowout
 
concert
 
By Puna Nair 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
The A.S. program board
 may he axed 
but the fruits of its labor was seen
 recently 
by the success of the Ben 
Harper concert. 
Harper is a 27 -year
-old rising funk 
master
 
who,
 
along 
with 
his 
hand, Ben 
Harper and
 the Innocent Criminals,
 per-
formed
 before 
hundreds  of fans eager to 
quench their 
thirsts  with his rock music. 
According to 
Tyler Kogura, 
executive  
director 
of
 the A.S. Program 
Board, there 
were more than 1,000
 people at the 
Student Union 
Ballroom  to sec Harper 
perform
 Wednesday. "This
 was one of the 
greatest events put 
up
 by the A.S. Program 
According
 to Werbel,
 the interns 
do
 
the marketing
 and library 
research  on 
their own, 
they  also devise a 
public rela-
tions
 plan, a press
 packet, 
advertising,
 
find 
sponsors  and give 
a presentation 
to 
Smythe. 
Over 100 
schools in 
seven 
states,  
participate in 
the  internship 
with  part-
ners 
General  
Motors,  Sgro
 
Promo 
Associates
 and local 
businesses. 
All the 
schools 
compete
 against 
each other, 
with  the winners being 
chosen  by Sgro 
Promo
 Associates. 
Werbel is not 
sure 
what this 
year's
 
prize 
will  be, but he suspects  
a donation 
to the school. 
'lilts is the
 fourth t.iii 
SJSU has 
Board," Kogura said, "and 
we
 sold
 out
 
The 5
-foot -9 -inch, lanky Harper weigh-
ing  no more than 170 pounds. soulfully 
expressed his music combining the sounds 
of his idols Bob 
Marley and Jimi Hendrix. 
The soft-spoken  Harper, who grew up 
in Southern California said he could never 
forget his roots especially since he grew up 
in 
the ghetto. 
1 can't forget my dive, you know what 
I mean," Harper said. "It will always he a 
part
 of me." 
Harper said
 
he was happy to perform in 
front of 
an audience who appreciated his 
MUSIC.  
1 felt very happy the concert went very 
See Harper, page 3 
worked
 with ( :mend Motors. The stu-
dents receive 
academic  credit and a 
grade for 
panicipating  in the program. 
"These INCUR are very successful.
 
'I ht' students
 put a lot of work in mak-
ing sure it is," said Rob Mutt! of Sgro 
Promo 
Associates.  "We're the entity 
that provides field support with
 the 
designers i if the 
( NMI program." 
is is 
like a regular class and we 
base 
the event on the 
students. 
Students like 
the  Internet, they like 
sports, we give
 them a little bit of every-
thing that they like," said Les Wong, 
event 
support  staff member. 
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Monday  
Profile of Music 
Professor Gus 
Lease: providing 
SJSU with 47 years 
of his directing and 
singing 
talents  
Cinco 
de 
Mayo
 
festivities
 
Sunday
 
By James S. Gonzales 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
This Sunday 
morning  the streets 
of downtown San Jose will once 
again come alive with
 the brilliant 
colors of folklorico dancers and the 
trumpet blows of 
mariachi  music 
when the annual Cinco de Mayo 
Parade and
 Fiesta comes to town. 
Beginning at 9 a.m., the day's 
parade will start 
at
 the corner of 
Santa Clara Street and 
the  
Guadalupe 
Parkway overpass. 
From there
 the parade will pro-
ceed
 west on Santa Clara, then 
east on Market Street 
and will 
then head west down San 
Carlos 
Street to 
Woz  Way where it will 
end 
at
 Children's Discovery Park.
 
According
 to Festival 
Coordinator 
Maggie Madueno of 
San Jose's American GI Forum 
the festival will 
host over 400,000 
people throughout the day -long 
event, making it one of San Jose's 
largest events
 of the year. 
"We have so many families that 
come to the fiesta every year that 
the 
committee decided to do 
something different this year and 
put in a children's area at the  
Children's Park section of the 
event," Madueno
 said. 
In addition to the 
parade there 
will be six performing stages and 
over 25 vending 
booths  selling 
items from clothing
 and food to 
alcoholic beverages. 
With six showcase stages, the 
festival will accommodate over 38 
performers before the festival ends 
at 5 p.m. The entertainment 
will  
range from bandit 
and mariachi 
See Fiesta, page 8 
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Mexican -American
 Studies professor Randall Jimenez
 reads from 
'Voices of Matatlan.'  a book
 he co-authored with Felix 
Garcia,
 Jr. 
Chicano
 
professor
 
lends
 
voice 
By Vic 
Ribiero  
Spartan  Daily 
Stuff Wrart
 
Randall Jimenez 
knows
 its
 hard to 
grow  tip in a culture 
that is 
different
 from mainstream 
America. Students 
who  have taken his 
Mexican
-American Studies 
classes know how 
vocal  and proud 
Jimenez
 is of his heritage. 
Jimene/ ILIs  decided to 
express those experiences
 through 
words
 
and  
pride  into a 
new  book about 
growing
 up as 
a 
Chikano 
in San Jose. On 
Thursday,  he read limn "Voices Of 
Matatlan"  
which  Veli X (1.1RIA, Jr. 
en,
 
Atli horcd. 
Both students 
and  representatives from 
Chusma  House 
Publication
 attended the 
reading
 left Paul, the 
director
 of 
SJSU's
 
Chicano 
Library,
 was (MC 
iii 
thow 
attending
 the  reading. 
"I 
think  'Voices Of Matatlan. 
is
 going to receive a tremendous
 
.audience 
throughout  California 
and  the Southwest in 
terms  of its 
appeal to 
students  and teachers 
on
 what it is like being
 a person 
of
 color," Paul said. 
Matatlan  is actually the 
original  fume given to 
San
 lose bel'orc 
the 
Spanish  came 
here,
 Jimenez said. 
J imenez, a San Jose 
native,  received his master's 
degree
 from 
SJSU and earned 
his doctorate from
 I lniversity  of California, 
Berkeley. 
In 
the book, the main character. Juan, is hued 
with cultural 
conflicts  from home, the outside 
world, and especially school. 
luan  faces the problem of 
having
 one of his grandmothers, 
who  is 
Indian, 
teaching  hint one culture 
versus  his other 
grandmother,
 
who 
is ICAChing hint his 
Spanish
 Ell ropean heritage. 
Paul was very impressed with 
Jimenez's
 writing. 
"There
 are We 11011S
 
it t 
his 11011k 
See 
Jimenez,  page8  
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Regulating 
pornography
 to shield it 
from
 
minors
 
City
 councilmembers 
David  Pandori 
and Pat Dando think
 we have dirty, 
slimy streets  smut -filled streets to 
be MAGI. They have proposed
 that all coin -
operated 
newsstands that dispense
 adult 
erotic  material need to be 
removed from 
downtown streets. 
They  proposed this so 
minors  cannot 
purchase
 
the "soft porn" rags.1 hey also have 
the benefit of taking up a 
politically  advanta-
geous 
cause.
 
'I 
he
 
premise  of regulating pornography 
out of the hands of impressionable
 minors is 
a good
 one.
 The fight taken up may seem 
futile because of how easily minors can 
access soft porn on the Internet. 
However, even small victories
 can be 
sweet. It would be
 very simple: Place the 
newspapers behind a counter where a dili-
gent store clerk can 
monitor  sales. 
It 
worked
 with alcohol and cigarette sales, 
and it will work with magazines as well. 
This is not about eliminating publishers' 
rights to publish. The regulations should in 
Editorial 
no way hamper or stop publishers such As 
ICat Sunlove, publisher of Spectator maga-
zine, from practicing  freedom of expression. 
A California law passed in 1995 is the 
cornerstone of Dando's and Pandori's argu-
ment.  
The law stated that any person who 
knowingly sells pornographic material in 
coin -operated vending machines where 
minors can obtain
 this material can
 be pun-
ished.  
Publishers 
like Sunlove feel 
this is
 
too
 
harsh and
 too far 
toward
 censorship:
 "The 
refusal by the 
Supreme 
Court  to review 
this  
flawed decision
 and not throw
 out this cen-
sorious
 law is 
a 
dark
 
chapter
 in the
 history
 of 
free speech
 in America." 
There 
should  be no 
political  
grandstand-
ing
 about the
 decision 
to
 make sure
 this 
access for 
minors
 is inhibited.
 The crack-
down should 
happen 
quietly,
 away from 
the 
spotlight,
 
lest  
the 
increase
 
and 
fervor of pub-
licity
 
give
 
the
 
pornographic
 material
 a 
deviant
 
appeal.
 
We 
don't
 
want
 
to
 
encourage
 minors to 
find
 
creative
 
ways
 to
 
get
 
their
 hands on the 
material.
 
It's
 up 
to 
those  
regulating
 
this law in 
the 
city
 of 
San
 
Jose
 
to 
make
 
sure
 their regula-
tions
 are
 
even-handed.
 
The
 
laws
 must ensure
 
that
 the 
right
 
of
 
capitalism
 and free 
expres-
sion 
is 
preserved
 
 
without
 leaning 
toward
 
or 
allowing
 
censorship
 
and 
sexual repression.
 
Protect your 
engine 
from summer heat 
Siimmer
 is upon 
us, and people with cars are count-
ing the minutes
 until they can leave work and 
wor-
ries behind 
and race off into the sunset on their
 
Silltimer vacations. 
Problem 
is, most don't take the time to make sure 
their car is up to the task. And 
because
 everyone gets the 
same
 wanderlust at the same time (and 
there are a limit-
ed number of roads on which to 
go) thousands find their 
tempers and their car's temperatures 
exceeding safe levels. 
Before embarking 
on your summer sojourn, check 
_your car's fluid levels
 and conditions, belts and hoses 
according
 to your car's owner's 
manual.  
Most car problems during 
summer driving stem from 
poor maintenance,
 so either check for yourself or 
have 
these 
things checked regularly. 
While on the 
road, keep an 
'r 
eye on all of your car's gauges 
 the 
temperature
 gauge in 
particular. 
(Set a feel for where your 
car's normal range is so you can 
pot almortnal rises in tempera-
ture belore they do 
any  dam - 
11U 
age.
 . 
If you notice die tempera- 
THE CAR GUY 
By Andrew W. 
Me Creeping up, try 
eliminat-
Davin 
ing any unnecessary loads on   
your engine. 
Turn off your air 
conditioner
 in heavy traffic, while at 
a standstill and while 
climbing  hills. If your air condi-
tioner is off, and under the 
above  conditions your car's 
temperature continues to rise, put your 
car's  heater on its 
warmest
 setting and turn the fan speed to high. 
This may sound suicidal 
on
 a summer day, but turn-
ing on the heater will actually cool 
off your engine. Most 
automotive
 heating systems derive their
 loaminess front 
the hot
 engine cooling system, so drawing 
the heat front 
that system (yes, into 
the interior of your car) acts as an 
additional
 radiator. 
I however, be sure to pull over and 
turn  the engine off 
heiore 
the gauge rem lie's its danger zone, and if any warn-
ing lights sir buzzers go off 
stop  your car immediately. 
There is no telling why your car 
is
 overheating in that 
situation,  and failure to heed your 
car's cries for help can 
- literally rid to 
a meltdown. 
Never, never, 
never,  however, attempt to 
remove
 the 
radiaiiir sap when the engine 
is hot. Simply open the 
hood, give the engine a once-over
 to check for broken 
belts, fluid leaks
 and low fluid levels, and let the engine 
rest IIIIIII II ilAs UMW off. 
11  the temperature 
returns to lllll mal levels, chances 
arc the combination 
of high outside temperatures, 
slow 
speeds
 (meaning little or no air passing 
through  the radi-
ator) 
and  high engine loads 
temporarily
 overwhelmed 
your engine's cooling system 
II it does not cool off, it is a good ride of thumb to 
.1,111lic She worst with an medicated car. 
Get it towed 
home iii
 
is
 a shop Maier IIISM try 
to "nurse it" to your 
destination
 
Theft* Ate 
many  delicate (read: expensive) parts in an 
engine that will self-destruct if not
 properly cooled. The 
s (no and int sinvenience of a tow is nothing 
compared  to 
',Budding an engine. 
By paying attention to 
your car's condition before a 
trip and staying alert 
for warning signs, you can nearly 
assure 
yourself  of a troubleTiee summer drive. 
If you 
have A t at related question,
 theory, problem or 
joke, either 
email  them to TheCagiityWhotmail.com or 
write The 
( ..o
 
(toy
 i/o the Daily. 
Andrew 
W. Davis 
if a Spartan  
Daily Staff 
Writer. 
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AIDS quilt 
a reflection of social injustice 
Witnessing
 the opening ceremo-
ny, walking around  with 
friends seeing the panels and 
talking to people at the 
AIDS  Quilt dis-
play in Beasley in April gave me a lot to 
think about. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
Ft' fid 
it 
'<Ho:,
 
For different people. it has different 
meanings -- a reminder of a lost partner, child, mom, 
dad, brother, sister, friend
 or other loved one. For 
some, it is also a reminder of the impact of 
the  dltease 
and the number of people it has affected. 
For me, it was also is reflection of a social injustice. 
AIDS has shown how political and social injustices 
shape what we attempt to solve and what we consider a 
problem.
 
I wasn't only saddened,
 aroused
 and touched by the 
panels. I was, and still AITI, angry. My anger comes from 
tire-
 FACI 111.11
 ussr pOillicoll And SOCIAI 
ittlICIIIVCS And
 lire 
inequalities in our systems have resulted in the death of 
so many 
people.
 
No one paid attention to AIDS when it was known 
as the "gay cancer" and supposedly affected only gay 
men. It was not important for the media to address the 
issue; it wasn't important for governments to deal with 
AIDS; it wasn't important for the 
medical community 
to work on a Lure; and it wasn't 
appropriate  for schools 
to talk
 
about  it. 
Ronald 
Reagan did not say the word AIDS until 
nearly the end of his
 term as president. The media did-
n't cover it until the first cases of AIDS through blood 
transfusion
 were detected in 1983. 
Basically,  AIDS had to strike people
 other than 
homosexuals to Ise taken AS a
 
serious
 issue. Perhaps A 
particular bumper sticker sums it all up: 
"AIDS  is 
God's way of punishing gays." 
What  would be the dif-
ference
 if AIDS had been a disease that
 affected chil-
dren who 
lived in suburbs? Would we have found
 a 
cure sooner? Would it have 
been  on the front page 
sooner? Is there  
a value plated on the people who are 
being affected? 
Now  things have improved a little and 
some assert 
the medical 
world  might be &Mt. 10 finding A ClIft. ilir 
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AIDS. This indeed is good news. 
But who can afford these cures? Who 
will be able to use them? 
The statistics show poor 
women  of 
color and Third -World women
 are
 
affected  most often
 by AIDS. 
According to the projected prices for 
future 
cures and medications in the market that prolong 
the 
lives
 of
 people with All.) or the 
HIV 
virus,
 
what  
will the 
fate foraheapoorAseilza 
a,
 1
 
Aiattain  
Look hard enough into the panels, and you will see 
the injustices. If you are not outraged, ask yourself if 
you 
are  paying attention. 
As 
you are looking at the [sands, remember those
 
who fought to bring 
the issue of AIDS to the forefront.
 
Think of those whose activism caused 
chaos  among 
the
 pseudo fair media, government and medical world. 
Credit them for the disequilibrium they
 caused the 
establishment. 
The AIDS Quilt reminded
 me of the power of 
activism. Is 
showed
 me that a grotsp of committed
 indi-
viduals  can make a significant change. ACT
-UP, which 
celebrated its 10th anniversary this 
year,  was one of the 
organiz;ations 
that
 refused to be silent. 
With its slogan, "SILENCE = DEAD
 I," and its 
direct actions, ACT -UP demanded AIDS be 
taken
 as a 
serious issue, that it be 
covered m the media 
Arid 
that
 
the government take
 tangible steps to stop the epidem-
ic, suds as giving money for education, research
 
and to 
assist those who have been aflected by AIDS. 
Often we are reduced to seeing the 
AIDS Quilt and 
feeling sorry for the dead. When you see the Quilt, 
don't  
lei it stop 
with "AIN"
  
follow up on 
your
 
feel-
ings
 and 
cause chaos
 and 
disequilibrium  in starch  
of a 
social 
justice.  
Go
 
and
 see the
 lives
  
Visor Mc 
tiraths -- 
sift
 Ile 
pro 
plc who died, and think whether they could have lived. 
Ask why. 
This guest column  appears courtesy of 
The  Daily Evergreen 
firm Washington 
State  University via 
U- 
Wire.
 
Opinion  
page  
policies
 
Realism a 
An. 
encouraged  
to 
express themselves 
on the 
tVinion  
page 
with
 
a Letter Si 
tile &IAD! or 
Campus  
Viewpoint
 
A Letter to 
the Editor is  200-
word 
response to Ain is -sue 
or point 
of
 view that hos appeared in the 
Spartan Daily_ 
A Campus 
Viewpoint
 is 
a 
4515
 
word essay on current campus. 
poirtical or 
Submission,. Anomie the propt,t-
tv of the Spartan 
Daily  and may he 
edited for clanty, grammar, 
and length Submiesions must 
contain the 
author',  name, 
address,
 phone number, signs. 
sure
 end major. 
SUN', ISsenill inay he put 
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Students
 
encounter
 
hardship
 
when
 
they
 
put 
off  
their
 
education
 
The
 
decision
 
to go 
back
 to 
school can
 
be 
difficult
 
because
 
of 
the 
sacrifices
 you have to 
make to 
achieve
 
your
 
goal.  
My 
suggestion
 
is to 
get 
through
 it now. Don't
 
put  it 
off 
because  
the
 
sacrifices
 
you 
will  have to make
 
will  
increase  
with 
the 
years,
 and 
nothing is getting cheaper. 
People
 
may  
discourage
 you
 by saying you 
shouldn't
 
go to 
school
 
until  
you 
are 
ready, but it is 
hard
 to say 
when
 a 
person  
will 
be 
ready.  
It could
 be 
after
 you 
start 
feeling 
burnt
 out
 from 
your 
receptionist
 job 
you've
 been 
at for three 
years. 
By 
the  
time
 you
 
decide
 to 
go back to school,
 you 
are 
older 
as 
al 
t.r  and 
may 
have 
addition
 
responsibilities
 
such 
a car 
payment
 
and a 
child 
to sup-
pYou
 
must 
leave  
your
 $12
-
an
-hour  job 
that paid 
for your
 
gas,
 
entertainment,
 clothes
 and 
other 
essentials  
and find
 a job 
that 
will 
work
 around
 your 
new 
school 
schedule  at 
proba-
bly half 
the  amount 
you were 
making before. 
A lifestyle
 change
 will 
be
 
harder to 
adjust to 
because 
now you
 have to 
make
 a tran-
sition back 
into
 the 
impoverished
 student.
 
Now you
 are on a fixed income 
because  you were too 
proud and
 would not accept 
your
 parents' help to put
 
you 
through
 college when
 they were able.
 
You were too
 impatient about 
gaining
 your indepen-
dence, which you may 
have  interpreted as a launch 
into
 
adulthood. 
For people fortunate to 
have parents willing to sup-
port them 
yet  decide not to take them up on it 
and blow 
off school until
 later, the things you have to look..for-
winkcs-inelueleihe  folhowing: 
 Rent. It Is skyrocketing in the 
Silicon  Valley. 
It will run you about 
81,300 a 
month  if 
you
 are 
the 
type of 
person who 
needs your space or 
$350
 plus
 
utili-
ties sharing with three other roommates. 
To pay for your new found freedom, you 
will 
also  
have to work to keep it. 
The type
 of job that is suitable 
would  be one that is 
flexible to your school schedule. 
If the 
pay is too low, you
 will have to 
work
 extra 
hours and have less 
time to study. 
 
Things you 
were  once 
able
 to afford no 
longer fit 
your budget. 
It's hard 
enough
 trying to 
keep
 up with the 
cost  of 
living, but 
students have it 
worse.  
Movie theaters
 have gone up to 
$7.50,  and a movie 
rental  at Blockbuster can 
be as high as $3.50 for 
an old 
movie made in 1972. 
The price 
of
 gas is 
81.50  per gallon attire Shell gas 
station
 on Seventh Street, which 
means any trip you 
take will have 
to be planned. 
Medical  insurance that your job once provided you, 
is no longer 
available.  
My advice is to finish 
school 
early  and take 
advantage  
of your 
parents*  offer to help. 
If you decide to postpone school, the opportunities 
that were offered at the
 beginning may not he there. 
With the cost of living
 going up, this is going 
to add 
to the struggles students 
already endure. 
You  can struggle and
 make it as student,
 but why 
make life any 
harder?  
WRITER'S FORUM 
By Gloria
 
Magatia 
Gloria
 
Algoma
 is a 
Spartan  Dully Staff 
Writer.
 
Time management: 
the 
key 
to 
academic
 
success
 
IS difficult 
to pi :mil 
ireliii
 
school  
work  over our person-
al problems, families, rela-
tionships
 and flexible job sched-
ules. But it has to be done. 
'Fhe cliche "We have to put 
things in 
perspective,"
 makes
 
sense 
fin college students. 
There is no immunity from 
family
 emergencies. For some of' 
us, there  arc our older 
parents  
who need
 constant 
supervision.  
It is even harder it' a family 
member suddenly
 becomes diag-
nosed with a fatal
 health prob-
lem. 
It is inevitable not to he 
affect-
ed by a family divorce or a 
nephew's school fight. 
Worse 
would he if A family 
member passed away. 'Thank 
God 
for those of us who 
have
 
mates to share 
the pain with. 
Any relationship
 needs quality 
time to grow 
in every Aspect. Just 
like plants that need
 water and 
sun  tor their survival, so 
do
 rela-
tionships need 
love and commu-
nication 
to avoid separation. 
But 
how can we make the 
time fin our relationship when
 
Campus Viewpoint 
we 
study and 
work  full time?
 I do 
not
 know. 
Every  
relationship
 is 
unique  in its 
own  right. If 
we
 can 
somehow
 
arrange  
our  
schedules
 
with
 that 
of our 
partners,
 it 
would 
he 
wonderful.  
'Ehe 
Silicon  
Valley  is 
abun-
dant with good 
job 
openings.  
Unfortunately,  
the majority
 of 
The
 
Silicon
 
Valley  
is 
abundant
 
with  
good  
job 
openings.
 
Unfortunately,
 the 
majority
 of 
these
 
jobs 
conflict  
with our 
school 
schedules. 
these  
}ohs
 
conflict
 with our 
school  
schedules.
 
Most 
employers  may
 consider 
daytime 
applicants
 
only,  in 
which 
case the
 majority
 of 
stu-
dents  will 
be 
passed
 by 
these 
opportunities.
 
Most 
of
 us 
will  
deliberately
 
pick 
classes
 
consecutively
 during
 
the 
day time
 so
 
we 
can 
have
 the 
afternoon
 for 
work. 
However,
 the 
options  we
 have 
in the 
schedule
 of 
classes  are
 lim-
ited;
 
therefore,
 
sometimes
 we
 
might
 end 
up 
with huge 
gaps 
between
 our
 
courses.  
No one
 in 
my
 
opinion
 
will
 
disregard  
absolutely
 
everything
 
that is 
not 
school
 work.
 
On 
the  
contrary,
 
whenever  
an
 
emergency  
comes 
up, we 
should 
resolve
 
it in 
which  ever order 
comes
 
first.  
Overall,
 
most  
of
 our
 time
 
should  
be 
dedicated
 to 
our  stud-
ies 
during  
our  
college
 
years.  
The  
key  for
 
academic
 
success
 is 
perse-
verance
 and 
time
 
management.
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Student 
galleries
 and art
 
exhibits
 
The school of 
An
 and Design 
will have its last 
showing of 
student  art today
 in Galleries 
Two, 
Three, 
Five  Eight and 
Herbert  Sanders.
 For more 
information,  
call the 
Gallery
 Office 
at
 924-4330.
 
Gay, 
lesbian,  
bisexual  alliance
 
The Gay,
 Lesbian, 
Bisexual
 Alliance
 
will  be hav-
ing a support 
group  meeting today
 in Room 201 
of
 
the 
Administration  
Building  from 
3 p.m. to 4 
p.m.  
For more 
information, contact
 Tern or Jill at 
924-9510.
 
Women's  
group 
meeting  
The Women's
 Resource Center
 will be hosting
 a 
group discussion
 addressing
 racism, sexism,
 classism 
and  gendcrism 
today  from 1:30 
p.m.  to 3 p.m. in 
Room
 217 of 
the  Administration
 Building. 
For 
more information,
 contact
 Elizabeth 
Tirado  at 924-
6500.
 
Be 
healthy
 
The Peer 
Health 
Education  and 
American 
Cancer 
Society
 is hosting 
the last day 
of
 their "Eat 
Right Nutrition
 Campaign" 
from 10 a.m. 
to
 2 p.m. 
in the Art Quad
 today. For more information, con-
tact Amy Ambrozik at 924-6131.
 
Marketing Pontiac On -Line 
Infinite Marketing Solutions 
will
 host the last
 day
 
of "The Pontiac On -Line event" today from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. in front of the ATM 
machines
 at the cor-
ner of San Fernando and 10th streets. For more 
information, contact Karen Hsiang at 267-8728. 
Have lunch 
with  Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi will host a luncheon from noon to 
1:30 
p.m.  located at 210 S. 10th St. For more infor-
mation, contact Jennifer at 391-0690.
 
Latter -Day
 Saints 
The L.D.S. Students Association 
will
 host guest 
speaker Bishop Robert Strongham of Bountiful, 
Utah today at 12:30 p.m. at the San Jose Institute, 
66 
S.
 Seventh St. Lunch will be provided for free. 
For more information, contact Paul Checkettes at 
286-3313.
 
Chinese Bible Fellowship 
The Chinese Bible Fellowship will be having a 
speaker today from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the 
Student Union Council Chamber. For more
 infor-
mation, contact Joey at (510) 659-8220.
 
Praying with 
attitude 
.1 -he Chinese (:ampus fellowship
 will conduct a 
Bible study addressing "Christian's attitude toward 
praying" today at 2:30 
p.m. in the Student Union 
Guadalupe
 Room. For more information, contact
 
Vincent at 
954-9782.
 
Jum'ah
 Prayer
 
Ihe M 
usl
 iii 
Siudent Association will have 
Jum'ah 
Prayer today from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in Room 
404 of the I lealth Building. For more
 information, 
contact Wali R. at 
305-2080.  
Spring
 concert 
The 
SJSU
 Gamelan Ensemble is presenting its 
Spring Concert honoring Lou Harrison at 8 p.m. in 
the Music Building Concert Hall. For more inhu-
mation, contact Trish Neilsen at 293-4400.
 
The angels descend on SJSU 
The San Jose University "Fheatre will be present-
ing City of Angels 
at 7 p.m. in the University 
Theatre, located 
in Hugh Gillis Hall. For tickets and 
ticket information, 
contact the University Theatre 
Box Office 
at 924-4555.
 
Get wet with
 the SCUBA 
Club 
:)p.ot.oiltive
 Club invitcs 
All  SCUBA ent hu-
)1ASIS
 
to out them for
 A dive in Big Sur at 8 
a.m.,  
Saturday.  For more information, 
contact  Sonia at 
924-7810.
 
Rekindle 
the  fire of amnesty
 
Santa ( :lard University will host 
-Rekindling  the 
Fire." an Amnesty International benefit concert 
Saturday for free. 'Elie 
concert  will take place from I 
p.m. to 6 p.m. at Santa Clara University's 
Bellomy 
Fields. The show will
 
feature the bands Pusher, 
lnsecto, Save Ferris and many others. For 
more  
information, 
call 
554  4855. 
Join Sunday Mass 
1 he 
udinpos 
Ministry  will 
celebrate 
evening Slass this SUilday at 
8 p.m. at the St. Joseph 
Cathedral locoed
 on the corner of 
Market  and San 
Fernando
 streets. For more 
inhumation,
 con tall 
Father Dave at 
938-1310.  
Compiled  by  James 
S. Gunsalus 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
Harper
 
continued from page 1 
well," Harper said. "It was good to 
be up 
there knowing your fans love 
you. It's nice to know San Jose 
loves me." 
The highlight of the evening 
came when he gave three encores 
singing the last song acoustically 
in memory of the five year anniver-
sary of the L.A. riots. 
Harper performed for almost 
three hours continuously, return-
ing to stage twice when fans 
called
 
for him to return. 
Fiona 
Woodley, an 18 -year -old 
senior from Mitty High School, 
said it was "so cool" Harper came
 
back again
 and again. 
"His return
 to the stage shows 
he really cares about his 
fans,"  she 
said. 
Woodley admitted
 she had 
never heard about 
Harper  until the 
concert night and 
said she will 
contir.de to be 
his life long fan. 
Harper 
performed  songs from 
his 
two released albums, 
"Welcome to the Real World," 
and 
"Fight  For Your Mind." 
Toward  
the end of the show he 
closed with some
 of his music from 
his new album to 
be released in 
June of this 
year, "The Will To 
Live." 
Harper's tour manager, Josh 
Roberts, who 
joined the band 
three days ago was surprised  of the 
warm 
welcome  for Harper. "I did-
n't know Harper was up there with 
everyone," 
Roberts said. I'm hon-
ored to be 
on his band and hope to 
continue with 
his group for a long 
time." He said this will give 
Harper a chance
 to reach out to 
more college students.
 
Harper
 said his favorite instru-
ment was the Weissenborn, a hol-
low
-necked  acoustic lap guitar. He 
mesmerized the
 audience with 
music from 
the guitar and at one 
point it was hard to tell if he was 
alone or accompanied by fans all 
lending a quiet ear. 
Harper made a comment as he 
was transitioning into his next 
piece about life in general. He said 
all humans were 
innocent crimi-
nals in this world
 and that is why 
he named his band 
after that 
name. 
Kogura said Harper's concert 
was successful because 
of the hard 
work of the program board. "Its 
one of the greatest events of the 
semester. 
Bringing
 Harper into our 
college atmosphere brings out the 
culture of our environment." 
Harper said toward the 
end of 
the event
 
he 
could  tell his fans felt 
his music. "I don't where 
I'll be in 
ten 
years  but I know music will  
always bring people together no 
matter what the situation may he." 
Spoken like a true musician. 
PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER  
Spartan  Daily 
Ben Harper 
entertains  an excited crowd at the Student Union
 Ballroom Wednesday, playing his Wiessenborn
 guitar. 
Peer group offers boost 
to SJSU's 
nutrition
 I.Q. 
By Ronda Studer 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
If you've 
ever
 wondered 
whether  
you
 were eating 
nutritiously,  you 
can
 
stop guessing
 and take 
the "Eat 
Right" 
nutrition  quiz 
being offered 
by 
the Peer 
Education
 Health 
group  
in the art quad. 
According
 to Lisa 
Layering,  the 
Peer
 Health 
Education  
coordinator,  
the
 purpose of the 
test  is to check the 
level of 
awareness
 students have 
about 
eating habits.
 
"We are trying to raise 
students'  
awareness about 
cardiovascular dis-
ease and 
emphasize
 cardiovascular 
wellness,
 nutrition, and 
physical fit-
ness,"
 layering 
said.  "The way 
we
 live 
our lives now
 contributes 
to our 
health 
down
 the 
road."  
Layering
 said they 
are doing this 
quiz in 
conjunction
 with 
the 
American  
Cancer
 Society 
to gather 
more
 data 
specifically  
on
 the 
habits
 of 
college  
students.
 She said
 the student
 
health  
services
 at 
California  
State 
Polytechnic
 
University,  
Pomona 
con-
ducted
 an 
in-depth
 study
 of its 
stu-
dents'
 eating
 habits
 in 
1996.  
They
 
Came 
up with
 similar
 results
 that 
would 
be 
expected
 at 
SJS1.1. 
"The
 
student
 
population
 of 
Cal  
Poly 
Pomona  
and  SJSU 
is 
similar,"  
Layering  
said. 
"In the
 study
 they 
completed,
 it 
showed  
that 
the  stu 
dents  
were
 very 
low on 
their 
fruit and
 
vegetable  
consumption."
 
In 
the study
 
showed
 A 
five-year  
downward  
trend for 
students
 who 
exercise
 
regularly.  
In 
1995-96,
 38 
percent  
of 
students
 
exercised  
regular-
ly, that
 is 
down
 from
 the 
fifty-five
 
percent
 in 
1991-92.
 
Similarly,
 the 
study  
showed  
that 
students
 
who  eat 
five 
or
 more
 serv-
ings
 of fruit
 and 
vegetables
 
decreased
 
from 
55 
percent  
in 
1991-92
 to 
39 
percent
 in 
1994-95.
 
However,
 there
 
was a 
slight 
increase
 to 
46
 
percent
 in 
1995-96.
 
'The 
study 
indicated
 
that
 
most
 
Japanese
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female students gain from
 10 to 20 
pounds in their freshman year in col-
lege. The weight gain, the study
 con-
cluded, was mainly caused by drink-
ing, eating in the dorms,
 and food 
consumed late at night. 
layering noted 
that maybe in a 
few years, SJSU would conduct its 
own
 study. 
"There hasn't been a health -risk 
assessment survey in a long 
time," 
layering said. "SJSU does have a stu-
dent health advisory committee that 
assists students on health 
matters and 
makes sure they are getting what they 
paid for in the mandatory health fee." 
Bridgette Kellogg,
 a team leader of 
the
 
peer health 
education's  sub-
group,  cardiovascular wellness, said 
he thinks it is 
difficult  for students to 
find nutritious 
food  on campus. 
"Unfortunately,
 there aren't a lot 
of nutritious 
foods  on campus," 
Kellogg said. "They 
don't  have nutri-
tional guidelines in the Student 
Union, which is very important. I 
think the population in general does-
n't take in enough fruits and vegeta-
bles, and that is what's needed." 
Nancy Black, the SJSU nutrition-
ist for student health, agrees that 
there is a very low intake of fruits and 
vegetables. She said this is in 
large 
part due to students' lack of knowl-
edge 
on nutrition. 
"Students
 do a 
list
 Of meal skip-
ping, especially when it comes to 
breakfast," Black said. "I think they're 
eating more because of stress or when 
they study. They have a high -fat diet 
filled with fast food, candy bars, sodas 
and  those added extras of
 
cream 
cheese or butter." 
Black 
provides  nutritional guid-
ance free of charge because it is cov-
ered in 
the  student health fee. She 
helps students learn how to cat more 
nutritiously and assists 
them
 in devis-
ing a plan for either gaining or losing 
weight. 
"A lot (of students) want the quick 
fix or instant miracle to lose weight," 
Black said. "Those 
that
 have success 
though are the ones with patience. 
They
 go slow when changing their 
eating 
habits,  cut down on empty 
calories like sodas, and increase their 
exercise by 
50
 percent." 
Meron Negash, also a member of 
the
 cardiovascular health sub -group, 
is anticipating to sec how students 
will react to the quiz. 
"Hopefully, the students
 will be 
concerned about their eating habits 
long enough to take it," Ncgash said. 
Caroline Fee, a lecturer
 in the 
nutrition department, said 
because  
students have so 
little  time in their 
day, they grab the 
quickest
 item avail-
able, which is usually
 high in fat 
because the 
taste is appealing. 
"It's hard 
trying
 to find things that 
taste
 good, arc inexpensive and 
healthy," Fee said. "If a 
particular  
fixid is glistening, you can tell that it's 
fattening. You really need to sharpen
 
your eyes to look for  healthy
 choices. 
Stay away from fried foods and 
instead go for a deli sandwich, grilled 
chicken or steamed rice." 
Fee suggested that students plan 
ahead and bring healthy snacks from 
home, Such AS A piece of fruit of a 
bagel. 
Are Poor English Skills Stopping You From 
Getting a Great Job or 
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sommw 
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Parents
 proclaim 
innocence  
BOULDER, Colo. (AP)  The 
parents of Jonlienet Ramsey 
pro-
claimed their 
innocence  today in 
their first meeting with reporters  
since
 days after the 6 -year -old was 
found slain in their home. 
"I did not 
kill my daughter," 
John Ramsey told six local reporters 
who had been invited to 
meet  with 
the couple in a secret Boulder loca-
tion. "I will miss her 
dearly  for the 
rest of my life." 
Patricia "Patsy" Ramsey, sitting 
next to her 
husband  with her hands 
clasped, said,
 "I did not have any-
thing to do with it. I loved that 
child with my  whole
 of my heart 
and soul." 
Six -year
-old
 JonBenet was found 
strangled  Dec. 26 in the basement 
of her 
family's expensive Tudor 
mansion, about eight hours 
after  her 
mother said she found 
a ransom 
note demanding $118,000. An 
autopsy said the little 
beauty
 contest 
winner may have been
 sexually 
abused. 
District Attorney  
Alex Hunter 
recently 
acknowledged
 that the «m-
ple were the focus 
of
 the investiga-
tion. They were questioned by 
police at length on Wednesday after 
months 
of
 wrangling over the terms 
of the questioning. 
In their media interview 
today, the couple asked the help of 
public in searching for their daugh-
ter's killer. Mn. Ramsey also used 
the interview to send a message. 
"God 
knows who you 
are
 
and we will find you," Mrs. Ramsey 
said.
 
As for the suggestions that the
 
girl was molested, Ramsey said, "I 
can tell 
you  those were the most 
hurtful innuendoes to us as a fami-
ly. They are totally 
false. JonBenet 
and I had a very close 
relationship."  
The media interview was held 
this morning in a secret location. It 
was the couple's first such appear-
ance since they talked at length to 
CNN on Jan. I. 
Reporters from the Boulder 
newspaper, two Denver newspapers 
and three Denver TV stations were 
forbidden from asking about the 
interviews with police or about the 
night of the slaying, according to 
sources familiar with the meeting.
 
Other 
reporters  were excluded 
entirely. 
The couple had less success 
imposing conditions on the police 
interview, agreeing 
to police 
demands 
that Mrs. Ramsey be inter-
viewed before her 
husband,
 that the 
sessions 
be
 
taped  and that there be 
no 
time limit on them. 
The couple 
were 
allowed  to have their lawyers 
with them. Sources who 
spoke on 
condition of anonymity 
said
 that 
Mrs. Ramsey was questioned for six 
hours Wednesday 
and her husband 
for two. 
It was their first discussion with 
police since they spoke briefly 
with  
officers  the day JonBenet's 
body was 
found. Hunter 
refused to say 
whether there 
would  be any further 
police interrogations. "I 
can't  speak 
to that," 
he said. 
Authorities were still awaiting
 
Mrs. Ramsey's 
response  to a request 
for a fifth 
handwriting  sample. Her 
husband 
was  ruled out as author of 
the  ransom 
note.  
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Students
 aim
 
to 
change 
media's
 
images
 
of
 
L.A.  
By Aaron Williams 
Sparion
 Daily Staff Writer  
LOS ANGELES  [he media 
portrayal of South
 Central Los 
Angdes is often times that of 
a war 
zone.
 Rarely does it focus on commu-
nity activism or the 
fact that millions 
of people live, work and 
grow up in 
one of 
the most diverse areas 
in
 
America 
Two students trying 
to not only 
grow
 up but make a difference in 
South Central are 
Cristina  Nerdonc 
and Adrian Gideon. 
Gideon,
 an African 
American,  and 
Nerdone,
 a Latina, attend Manual 
Arts High School and work on a 
weekly public radio program.
 for 
Marketplace, with 
the help of free-
lance journalist
 Mary Brancaccio. 
Manual Arts is near the University of 
Southern California campus. All
 three 
say South Central 
gets
 a bad rap from 
the 
media. 
"All of the stuff 
they (the media) 
say about
 South Central 
couldn't  be 
further from the 
truth,"
 Gideon said. 
1 know in 
school  that it doesn't 
matter to us who
 you arc," Nerdone 
said.
 "I have friends 
from  many dif-
ferent races. Once you 
get to know 
someone  it helps
 to break down the 
barriers society puts
 upon us." 
Brancaccio, 
a white woman
 living 
in South
 Central, 
said
 the media
 tend 
to 
focus on the 
negative images
 of the 
community
 because of 
the stereotypes 
that already
 exist. 
"It's easier 
to look at that
 (the neg-
ative) 
stuff  because 
it's easy to 
sensa-
tionalize," 
Brancaccio  said. 
"What 
they don't 
focus  on is the 
efforts
 to 
break 
down barriers 
between  the 
groups.
 
Both teens
 have done
 radio pro-
grams that 
profile 
ethnically
 diverse 
businesses 
and  pose 
hard-hitting  
questions
 to 
Agencies  like 
the 
Community
 Redevelopment
 Agency. 
"We did one
 show that 
profiled  an 
Asian
-owned store
 that had 
an 
African 
American  
security
 guard and
 
Latino 
workers," 
Nerdone 
said,  
adding  that 
most  don't see 
people  of 
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different
 
cthnicities
 working 
together.  
Nerdone 
said 
one
 of her
 experi-
ences
 
of
 the
 
1992
 riots was being
 
with  
several
 
of
 her friends and 
helping
 a 
Korean
 store
 
owner  
whose  
store 
was 
being 
attacked. 
"tic  was being 
bombed
 (by rocks 
and 
bottles) 
and 
we went
 in 
and 
helped 
him 
to 
lock  up 
the 
store,"
 she 
said.
 "It didn't 
matter  that he was 
Korean,
 we just wanted 
to help him." 
The piece 
that the three
 
are cur-
rently  
working 
on deals 
with
 
the
 
Community  
Redevelopment
 Agency, 
an 
agency
 
whose  
focus
 
is on 
rebuild-
ing and
 bringing
 jobs 
back 
into 
South  
Central. 
Nerdone and Gideon ask ques-
tions
 about what CRA is going to do 
to ensure that the jobs that are 
brought in are 
more  that minimum -
wage 
jobs. 
"We
 want to know that more busi-
nesses  
other than Burger
 King are 
going to 
come  into the 
community,"  
Brancaccio
 said. 
"Jobs are an important issue, more 
important than race," Nerdone said. 
Lives  
very 
different
 
five 
years
 
later
 
LOS
 ANGELES 
(Al')  Few
 
lives 
in this city 
were
 untouched 
by 
the 
1992 
riots.
 But 
some
 were 
nearly 
destroyed.  
They 
were the 
critically  
injured
 
 the 
ones who 
lost
 jobs, their 
privacy and 
their  dignity. 
Some
 
endured 
all of these 
things. And 
each paid a 
heavy price, in 
different 
ways. 
Public
 figures such 
as Police 
Chief  Daryl Gates 
were
 run out of 
office. 
Other,  everyday 
members  of 
life's 
passing  parade 
became  instant 
 and 
permanent
  causes cele-
bees. Rodney 
King, for example. 
And Reginald
 Denny. 
For them, life will never
 be
 
the 
same. Five years later, they 
still  are 
shadowed by 
those three days of 
destruction. 
Rodney
 King:
 
"Can we all get along?" asked 
Rodney 
King,  rwca,.,slays, 
irkw dip 
riots. Beaten by 
police in 1991, the 
event  WAS captured on 
videotape. 
In 
1992, the state 
acquittals  of four 
officers charged
 in the case
 
unleashed a firestorm.
 
The 31
-year -old has 
tried to 
return to 
anonymity,
 with severely 
limited
 success. 
Aker  the 
beating,
 
he WAS 
arrested  for 
solicitation
 of a 
transvestite
 prostitute,
 for 
domestic
 
violence, and
 for drunken
 driving. 
The city 
eventually 
paid him 
$3.11 million, but
 much of it went 
to 
lawyers.  His 
latest
 attorney, 
Stanley 
Steinberg  of 
Newport  
Beach, Calif., says
 King doesn't 
want to talk. 
Steinberg  refused to disclose 
any details
 of King's life. "It is my 
impression that he would much 
prefer to get on with his life, rather 
than talk about what happened in 
the 
past." Steinberg said. 
King received three years pro-
bation for his DUI
 arrest. He was 
acquitted last year of spousal abuse, 
but convicted of misdemeanor hit-
and-run stemming from a July 14, 
1995, fight with his 
estranged wife, 
Crystal. 
King, who
 was living in the San 
Bernardino County community of 
Upland, told the court:, "I have to 
stay mellow
 these days and I 
try 
not let things upset me because 
they're 
always  testing me." 
Reginald  Denny: 
/ragged from his big 
rig at the 
flash -point 
intersection
 of Florence 
and Normandie 
avenues,  Reginald 
Denny  WAS 
nearly 
beaten to 
death  
on live television. 
Now 
41, he lives 
in seclusion.
 
last month.
 a federal judge 
again  
dismissed lawsuits 
filed by O.J. 
Simpson 
legal eagle 
Johnnie  
Cochran on
 
behalf of 
Denny and 
three other victims. They 
sought  -I 
total  of $40 million, saying
 police 
abandoned
 them because 
South -
Central
 is populated 
by
 minorities. 
Daryl 
Gates: 
Aker
 14
 
years as 
Los Angeles 
police 
chief,
 Daryl 
Cates  retired in 
disgrace in 
1992. He was 
vilified 
for 
allegedly
 waiting too long to 
send help into 
South Central. 
It 
was  a controversial
 end to a 
con-
troversial  
career
 marked 
by outspo-
kenness
 and 
hard-nosed  
leader-
ship. 
Last 
month,
 he was blasted
 in 
an 
Atlanta  
Constitution  
editorial
 
for 
saying
 the solution to 
shootouts  
like the Feb. 28 
North  Hollywood 
hank
 robbery 
was
 to 
provide police 
with  bigger 
firepower.  
Friday, 
May 
2, 
1997 
San Jose  
State  
University
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South
 
Central:
 a 
hard 
sell  
By Devitt Family 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
LOS ANGELES  
For 
-Terrence  
Payne,
 the years 
since  the 1992 
L.A.  
riots 
have
 been a trial by fire. 
The 
violence 
that 
seared
 Los 
Angeles  
April  29, 
1992  
reduced
 his 
family -owned 
pharmacy
 and 
grocery 
store, Taylor's Corner,
 to 
ashes.  Like
 
many 
other 
businessmen,
 Payne 
has  
yet to recover
 from the 
riots.  
In the
 past 
five 
years,  he 
has 
inched
 slowly
 toward 
his goal
 of 
rebuilding.
 
First  
Interstate
 
Bank 
rejected his first request
 
for  a 
loan.  He 
charged
 them 
with 
violating  
the  
"Truth 
in Lending"
 
laws;
 the 
bank  
reversal its 
decision.
 The 
Small 
Business Administration
 loaned
 him 
$217,000  in 
disaster
-aid loans.
 Payne 
said
 he even 
"turned
 his 
mother's
 
purse  upside-down,"
 and made
 her a 
partner. 
He 6 still 
$300,000 short 
of
 the 
$1.2
 million he 
needs  to complete
 the 
project. 
Progress
 on the 
project
 has 
sputtered
 to a standstill as he 
has  not 
been able 
to interest 
would-be  
investors. However, he 
has found 
many banks reluctant to 
invest in so-
called 
high -risk areas
 of South
 Los 
Angeles. 
"I've pledged 
hundreds  of thou-
sands of dollars, pledged
 property, 
pledged my  home,"  he 
said. I've got 
a business 
plan  as thick as a phone
-
book aid I still can't get funded." 
In his most recent 
setback, The 
"I've got a 
business 
plan as 
thick  as a 
phonebook and I 
still
 can't get 
funded."  
 Terrence Payne, former 
business owner 
Community
 Redevelopment
 Bank 
rejected
 his loan 
request.  Payne
 said 
he
 was informed
 he had 
neither the 
experience
 or acumen
 to run the
 pro-
posed
 store. 
Taylor's  Corner
 was a 
long-stand-
ing fixture
 in the 
community
 of 
South 
Central 
Los  Angeles.
 Opened 
n 1944 
by his 
grandparents,
 the store 
flourished at 
the  intersection 
of San 
Pedro 
and  53rd Street.
 Payne became 
owner 
in 1984. 
"I didn't inherit the
 business. I 
inherited the 
opportunity,"  he stress-
es. 
Payne does not 
know who torched 
his store. 
He said he had 
never seen 
the man who 
drove his pickup
 
through his 
storefront on the 
second  
day of the riots. He 
rankles
 at the oft -
reported 
myth
 that black -owned
 busi-
ness were 
spared  during the 
riots.  
Above:  Bo Taylor 
of 
UNIT.?.
 ONE, 
which is a gang 
intervention group 
comprised of 
members of the 
Grips  and Bloods, 
talks  to members 
of a pannel assem-
bled at the First 
APAE 
Church  in Los 
Angeles to discuss 
the 1992 
riots and 
*tat can be done
 
to prevent it 
from 
happening
 
again.  
Right: 
Fidel  T.X of 
Los 
Angeles reacts 
to 
comments  made 
during 
a panne'
 
discussing  the 
problems 
of South 
Central Los 
Angeles  
during
 a town 
meeting  at the 
Fist AME
 Chruch 
PHOTOS BY 
ARIC 
CRASS  
 
Spartan  
Daily  
"If you ever hear people say they 
didn't burn down
 black -owned busi-
nesses, they're lying." Payne said. 
Payne seems to 
know
 every passer-
by at the intersection 
where  his store 
once stood. The 
elderly
 black woman 
shuffling
 slowly down the street 
with  
her bags of 
groceries
 baby-sat him as a 
child. The middle-aged man 
who  
pauses to discuss
 the indifference of 
the powers -that -be 
to ills of the inner 
city, is an old family 
friend.
 Each 
inquires when
 will Payne return to 
the area, 
Payne  responds with talk about 
"the trials and tribulations" of 
rebuilding. Its a familar refrain that 
masks his frustration. The past five 
years have filled 
Payne  not with ran-
cor but a righteous anger at bankers 
whom he says spend too 
much  time 
courting outside investors and too lit-
U.N.I.T.Y. ONE 
continued from page 1 
ken and somewhat sleepy-eyed, Andrew does 
not
 seem like a gang
-banger.  
"That could have been my life, right there," 
he reflected. 
Hildebrandt "Hilly" Flowers said he want-
ed to change his life and leave his children a 
different legacy. Flowers
 was released last year 
alter a two-year stint in prison on a "weapons 
possession"
 charge. 
"I'm trying to give to my kids and 
the kids 
in the community what I never had," he said. 
U.N.I.T.Y.
 ONE is located in a small 
storefront  on 
Pico Boulevard southwest id 
downtown lass Angeles. 'Hie headquarters like 
the group
 
houses is a work -in -progress. A sin-
gle phone serves the whole building and is 
tle cultivating South Central's home-
grown 
entrepreneurs.
 
The past five years have left Payne 
a changed man. 
His  close -cropped 
beard has grown a few gray hairs; his 
face looks more care -worn than care-
free. Still,
 
he is undeterred by the 
many obstacle he has encountered. 
"It might be better for some
 peo-
ple, but it won't be better for me until 
I'm able to rebuild," he said. 
Terrence
 Payne 
stands in 
the 
empty lot where 
his 
store once 
stood. In 
his  right 
hand, Payne holds 
the blue prints 
of 
his 
proposed
 
future store. In 
his 
left 
hand is a 
binder, and the 
boxes on the 
ground around 
him 
contains the 
paperwork he has 
compiled 
while  
attempting to find 
funding for a new 
store. 
PHOTO 
BY 
MAX BECHERER 
Spartan  Daily 
shuttled back and forth 
between two offices in 
the rear. The storefront sits empty with the 
exception of a punching hag. 
Even in these humble
 surroundings, there 
is a glimmer of hope. Members of rival gangs 
sit side -by -side in the makeshift office  
space  
the deep lines of loyalty that once divided 
them seemingly erased. 'Taylor claims responsi-
bility for a ceasefire between
 Bloods and Crips 
in West Los Angeles. 
Taylor said membership
 in U.N.I.T.Y. 
ONE has swelled to 
almost  200 people, 
although 15 are involved in its day-to-day 
operations. The organisation is 
run on a shoe-
string budget; its eight 
employed  members 
poll their 
resources to pay rent on the office 
space.
 
"The answer is jobs," Taylor
 said. 
However, he said he has 
encountered  much 
reluctance on
 
the part of 
business  to hire peope 
with criminal records. Most of. 
1.1.N.I.T.Y. 
ONE's members are employed 
as "crisis inter-
vention workers" by the 
Central
 Recovery and 
l)evelopment Project ICRI/P). 
( )1' is a like- minded organism
 ion also 
involved in  gang intervention as well as graffiti 
removal. CRDP hosts a midniglii hasketball 
league which is sponsored by 
the city
 and los Angeles 
Clippers basket ball te dill . 
CRDP has 26 full-time 
employees on its payroll  
number that increases to nearly 
60 during the summer. 
Norman understands the 
skepticism of some companies 
to hire convicted felons. 
"These kids
 have to estab-
lish a track record of doing 
good.  
They
 had
 already 
estab-
lished a track record of doing 
bad," said CRDP Executive 
Director Charles Norman. 
"Too many people
 are 
unemployed and untrained. 
And no one seems to care. Si,, 
they 
don't  care. A hopeless per-
son is a dangerous person," 
Norman  said. 
After the Watts riots in 
1965, then -governor
 Edmund 
(;. 
Brown  appointed a 
blue-
ribbon 
committee  to investi-
gate its causes and find 
ways  to 
prevent future outbreaks of 
violence. The McCone 
Commission report. named for 
"Too many 
people are 
unemployed
 
and 
untrained.
 
And 
no one
 
seems
 to 
care. 
So, they 
(children)
 
don't 
care. A 
hopeless
 
person 
is a 
dangerous
 
person." 
 Charles
 Norman, 
CRDP Executive
 
Director 
its chairman John McCune, 
was 
issued 100 days after the 
end of the riots. 
The rcpon spoke 
of a "sickness in the 
cen-
ter of 
our  city." 
It spoke 
of
 an urgent need
 for 
improvements  in education
 and increases in 
employment  in the nation's 
urban centers. 
"So
 serious and so 
explosive
 is the situation 
that, unless it is 
checked,  the August riots may 
... be only a curtain -raiser for what could blow 
up in the future," the report concludes. 
"In 1997, Were still taking about a subs's-
nial investment in education, employment and 
redevelopment  niche community. Thirty years 
later, we're still in the sante place," said Sylvia 
lacy, longtime
 commit Icy activist and 
adviser  
to ( 
nincilman Nate 
I lolden. 
avl.,r 
said 
the group's efforts 
at
 
reharn  
have been met with skeptis ism 
and sometimes 
scorn  by mem 
hers of the I AM 
Angeles
 Poll, 
I)epartment.  
ni fled the 
enormous 
11111.11111 
sit iii 
tley
 
the nation 
spends in 
polke  
and prisons. 
Its  1,11d 111C lass 
entorccITICIII 
his .1 large inves; 
ment in the 
SWIM 
"We are just dollar
 signs to 
them," he said. -The
 dollars 
valued more than human 
Taylor said the
 prevailing 
conservative
 titillate and 
tougher anti
-crime  laws have 
made it easy 
for polu e 
ill  dis-
credit 
grassroots  wpm/anon% 
like 
1*.N.I.
 IV. ()NU.. .1-avlor 
has 
At 
tasked the 
problem 
through 
town hall meetings 
with police and members of 
the 
community.
 
At a recent town hall meet-
ing organiied 
by U.N.I.T.Y. 
t IN 
I'.. a 
lili
 /I id,
 who asked 
that 
his name not be used, summed 
up the situation.
 
"II you treat its like the 
enemy,
 we
 will remain the 
I he reluctance of lousiness to hire
 
them and 
rctiStanee from 
the police has left the members 
of UNITY. ONE. between a proverbial rock 
and a 
hard
 
plate. In the absence of jobs, they 
have no incentive And no alternative to offer 
current
 gang-bangers.
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Golfer
 
has 
taken
 
life,
 
Tiger  
by 
tail
 
Oberholser  
overcomes  
Meningitis
 
on 
way  to 
top 
By 
Ronda  
Studer  
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
Not  many 
people
 can say 
they  
have beaten 
world class 
golfer  Tiger 
Woods, 
that  IS except for 
SJSU's 
Arron 
Oberho!set. 
Oberhoker.  
currently
 No. 11 in 
the 
nation,  has 
played
 five tourna-
ments 
with
 Woods. 
His  average of 
72.44 strokes 
per  round was 
right
 on 
the heels of 
Wood's  70.93 
stroke  
average. I le 
finally closed the gap 
at 
iii 'Pit', 
Western  Collegiate at 
iolio 
Golf Course 
last April 
with a wintnng 
score of 
67-75-64.
 
"It telt very
 rewarding to 
beat who 
1 «insider
 to be the best 
player  in the 
world,
 Oberholser 
said. "When 
you've 
beat
 someone like
 him, you've 
done 
something spectacular." 
So 
what was it like 
to play golf 
-with1
 iger Woods? 
"It was
 very exciting,"
 Oberholser
 
said. 
"There was 
always  a big 
gallery  
of people 
wit, !ling. You have
 us learn 
to 
play
 in 
Iruni of 
huge 
crowds
 
of 
.350,400 people 
Tiger 
gets into
 his 
own world 
when he plays and rarely
 
Ille Crowd."
 
Oberholser said 
even  though he 
knew Woods 
was  headed for incredi-
lile heights, lie still 
, one ross as a reg 
nlar, it 
wittily,  
21 
yurt 
old.  
-Tiger is a real 
Noe guy, 
nierholser  
,1111 
i le', 111.11111c
 
I/CS,fld MS years. Ile 
likes
 io have a good 
time ins'  like the ITSI 
1,1 us 
IllOUgh. 
t inhatututely, he 
its 
is, be careful SO 
pciiply
 Won't MIS 
4.11SITIIV what 
he
 
doe, in his spare 
onie " 
Vt4WOM/ON14040,MIMititOWON  
"I never give up 
no matter how 
hard it 
is. A real 
champion 
can 
look adversity
 
in the face and 
blow it off."
 
 Arron Oberholser,
 
SJSU 
golfer 
( 
nierholser
 inay 
III/I Wye ic htteved the Same success as 
ids, but still has had a 
phenome-
I leading into the 
199 ' %ring season with seven colic -
gin i iournanient triumphs, 
11,« holser is the first Spartan golfer 
is 
iInes,-  
the niost individual  
wins  in 
1,11 lit tilt's. 
more :muting. Oberholser 
ccli is,,-,  such a Sill
 sessttil
 season 
while combating Spinal 
Meningitis.  
Oberholser first came down with 
ilie snal form 1,1 Spinal Meningitis in 
Anon 
Oberholser is focused on the future, hoping to reach the
 professional 
circuit after 
graduation.  
New  York City last summer when he 
was there for a 
tournament.  Having 
just been 
invited  into the All-
American team, a 
recognized group of 
the best golfers in the nation, he was 
definitely playing up to par. 
Oberholser was leading the Porter 
Cup when he 
got extremely nauseous 
on the putting
 green. 
"I was shooting a 
67 after the 
first 
round,"
 Oberholser 
said. "I bent down to 
pick up the balls and 
got 
a massive head -
rush."
 
Experiencing 
painful
 
headaches
 
and light-headed-
ness, Oberholser 
couldn't figure out 
what was wrong with 
It  
"I was taking 
Tylenol and Advil 
left and right," 
Oberholser said. "I 
felt really dizzy and 
was walking into walls and almost 
fainted while I was in the 
shower."  
Knowing that something was seri-
ously wrong with him, Oberholser 
flew home to San Mateo where he 
sought medical
 attention. 
"I wouldn't wish what I had to go 
through on
 
toy worst enemy," 
Oberholser 
One month later, and
 15 pounds 
lighter, Oberholser still had remnants 
of the disabling disease Inn knew he 
had to get back in shape for the 
CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO 
Nlandarin & Steehuan -Lunch and Dinner 
Itiiv Ivineh to 
(in -Catering 
Available 
11/1C113.1°
 
ri/ 
131 E. 
Jackson  Street  
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara 
294-3303
 
oPEN RUIN 
Between 
.3rd
 and 4th Street 
II:30-9110pm  
or 
998-9427 
Northern California Golf Association 
tournament, the second  biggest ama-
teur contest in California. 
"After being debilitated for a 
month, my virus was finally gone, but 
I still felt the affects. It took sheer 
determination to wake up early to 
drive to Monterey to play," 
Oberholser said. 
Since Oberholser lost so much 
weight, it affected his balance 
when 
he swung and consequently his game. 
"My swing was gone. I went 
through some bad problems with it," 
Oberholser said. "I was overwhelmed 
after I lost the NCGA finals, but was 
happy with myself that I could get 
back into my game after taking so 
much time off." 
As the affects of his disease
 
,steadi-
ly diminished, Oberholser 
got  a huge 
ace in the hole when lie 
won  the Golf 
World tournament in November. 
This landed him the first place title in 
the men's college golf circuit. 
"I like to compete," Oberholser 
said. "I never give tip no matter 
how 
hard it is. A real champion can look 
adversity in the face and blow it off." 
Fellow teammate Trent Tessler 
admires Oberholsees 
determination  
in getting 
back
 Isis game. 
"Arran is a great guy. Ile's very 
driven in what lie wants," Tessler 
said. "During competition he's 
intense. I really respect that side  of his 
personality."
 
Head golf 
coach  Art Williams is 
happy about the dynamic comeback 
Oberholser  has achieved. 
"lie improved greatly through 
hard work and diligence," Williams 
said. "Now he's playing 100 percent. 
We're expecting big things out of 
him."
 
Oberholser 
does indeed want 
to 
go 
far. 
"I will definitely keep playing arid 
hopefully turn professional," 
Oberholser said. "I would like to turn 
it into 
something  that would make 
use linanc tally secure. Golf is a 
lot  of 
film and 1 would be really fortunate 
to have it as a job  if you can call it 
that." 
TruGreen
 o ChemLawn 
The 
Nation's
 Largest Lawn Care Company 
is now
 hiring!! 
IF YOU 
ARE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OF AGE 
HAVE ACCESS TO A VEHICLE
 
WILL PASS A 
MOTOR  
VEHICLE
 REPORT 
WE HAVE AN 
EXCELLENT  OPPORTUNITY JUST 
FOR  YOU !! 
TruGreen  
Chemlawn  a Division 
of 
ServicMaster
 is a 
leader among
 Fortune 500 
companies  
YOU WILL
 FIND: 
Excellent
 
CAREER  
opportunities  
Great
 benefits
 pkg for
 full 
time  employees 
401k/Share  purchase 
plans
 
paid 
training  
We 
are now 
hiring  for: 
LANDSCAPE  
ESTIMATORS
 
HOURS,  
FLEXIBLE  
$8.00/HOUR
 
WE WILL 
TRAIN THE RIGHT
 PEOPLE *' 
(must be able to 
meet  minimum job 
requirements,
 call 
for more 
information) 
1015 E.  Brokaw Rd. Ste. A 
San Jose, 
CA 
95131  
(408) 
441-1682 
Michelle Shaner 
or Jim 
Angel  
Friday,
 
May  
2, 
1997
 
San 
Jose  State
 University
 
SPARTAN
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PHOTOS BY DAVE LUCHANSKY 
 Spartan Daily 
SJSU golfer
 Arron Oberholser fought off a 
bout 
with the
 viral
 form 
of 
Spinal  M 1eningitts 
that 
became
 active
 
when  
he was playing in New York City last summer. He rebounded to become the nation's No. 1 collegiate golfer, after win-
ning the World Golf Tournament in 
November  of 1996. Oberholser is currently ranked No. 11. 
Nothing on line 
for SJSU 
SJSU baseball 
team 
gets Farias back 
for 
weekend
 series 
By Dennin Knight 
Spartan 
Daily 
Staff Writer 
Having already qualified for post 
season play for the first rinse since 
1979,
 the SJSU baseball team can 
play this weekend's  series 
against 
Grand Canyon University without 
any of the pressure associated with a 
playoff
 
chase.
 
Aunt her
 relief for the team in the 
condition of senior pitcher 
Justin 
Farias, who was hit in 
the face by a 
line drive in the first inning of 
Tuesday's 7-I victory
 over St. 
Mary's. 
Farias was taken
 by ambulance to 
Columbia  Medical Center
 in San 
Jose and 
was  released at 11 
p.m. 
Tuesday night after receiving 20 
stitches between his left eye and
 tem-
ple. 
Dawn Carter. the Spartans' train-
er, said Farias' X-rays didn't show 
any fractures although he may have 
suffered a slight concussion. 
"On 
Wednesday,  there were 
no 
residual headaches and 
Justin was 
skated by a doctor to play this week-
end." Carter 
said. 
The Western 
Athletic  Conference 
Championship
 tournament is sched-
uled for May 11-17
 in San Diego. 
For baseball, the WAC 
is divided 
into three four -team divisions  the 
North, South and 
West
 Divisions.
 
The winner of each division earns an 
automatic spot in the tournament. 
The next three (CAMS with the high-
est winning percentage also qualify. 
Rice, Utah, 
BYU, Fresno State 
and SJSU
 have secured spots into the 
double -elimination tournament 
entering this 
weekend's  play. 
Hawaii, San 
Diego  State University  
and Texas Christian University
 
are 
in the hunt for the final tournament 
opening The 
winner
 of the WAC 
tournansent gets an automatic hid
 
into 
the NCAA 
Tournament.  
SJSU (34-19,
 17-10 in WAC) 
can 
still  win the division outright 
over Fresno
 State (31-21, 
17-10 
WAC) 
depending  on what happens 
this weekend 
when
 the Spartans face 
Grand Canyon College (12-36, 4-20 
WAC) 
in Phoenix and next weekend 
when Fresno State 
travels to  
Colorado Springs to 
play Air Force 
in a three
-game  series. 
This  weekend's 
series  is the first 
ever meeting 
between  the Antelopes
 
and the Spartans. 
First baseman
 Robert 
Berns  is 
closing  in on 
several
 career records
 
for
 the Spartans,
 despite 
the fact he 
has 
only played
 two 
seasons  for 
coach Sam Piraro. 
Berns 
currently 
ranks fifth 
in 
career 
runs
 with 99,
 behind 
Eric  
Booker's 
mark of 
114 set 
during  the 
1989-90 
seasons  
Berns  ranks 
second 
in 
career
 RBIs 
with 108,
 chasing 
Eric 
Putt's 
mark
 of 11)1.
 Berns 
also
 needs 
one more 
home
 run to tie 
the  all-
time
 SJSU 
record 
of
 21 set 
by
 Steve 
Ochoa
 during 
the 
1985-86  seasons. 
OPEN
 FORUMS FOR VICE 
PRESIDENT
 
FOR  
STUDENT 
AFFAIRS FINALISTS 
Open Forums for the following two
 finalists 
will 
be
 held during 
the 
week 
of May 5, at the following 
dates,
 times
 and locations.
 
Vitas
 are available for review in Clark 
Library,  Academic 
Senate  
Office, President's Office, Vice President
 for Student Affairs 
Office,
 
Provost's  Office, Associated
 Students Office, and the  College
 Dean's
 
offices.
 
OPEN FORUMS
 FOR STUDENTS 
Melvin Terrell 
Fred  
Najjar  
Tuesday,
 May 6 
Thursday,  
May 8 
1100-11:30 am 
11:00-11:30
 am 
OPEN FORUMS
 FOR FACULTY & STAFF
 
Melvin Terrell 
Fred 
Najjar 
Tuesday, May  6 
Thursday,
 May 8 
930-10:30
 arn 
10:00-11:00
 am 
Engr.
 189
 
A.S.
 
Chambers
 
Engr.
 
189  
A.S.  
Chambers
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FOR 
WHAT  
Ann 
You  By DANIEL ANTES 
REAUTY 
Cams 
BY 
DAVE  
WHAMOND  
MOUND 
AND
 
QA00110
 
B 
DANA 
SUASERS  
Daily 
Funnknees 
Being
 on the fifty 
does  NOT make
 
Grant  a 
better
 
President
 
than 
Washington!
 
CIA
 
SSIFIED 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no clan for poducta or 
senAces advertised below nor 
Is 
there any glilfantes Implied. The 
claselfied columns 
of
 the Spartan 
Daily condst of pdd advertising 
and offerings we not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
CHILDCARE/DRIVER
 2 girls (13 
& 14 
yrs.)  + light housekeeping. 
Responsbe, caring college girt Good 
refs req'd. Call Susan 258-8946. 
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS 
Earn 
S6/hr  plus $10/hr in tips. 
Deliver from best Si restaurants. 
Flexible hours. Great for Students! 
Need own
 car. 
Call
 Dine IN 
@998-3463
 now. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp
 Loaders 
Elem sch. age recreation program, 
P/T from 
26 pm M.F duirg the sch. yr. 
F/Tduring summer
 camp program. 
Excellent salary. no ECE 
req.  Los 
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23. (Not 
avail.  
school par? Call fcr summer employ: 
life guards & camp leaders). 
TEACHER'S  AIDE, after school 
child care 
program,  2-6pm M -F. 
Call Gardner Children's Center, 
998-1343. Immediate
 opening. 
Child des, rec, human performance 
majors encouraged to apply. EOE. 
WSI'S NEEDED 
Summer Employment 
Please call 354-8700 x 224 
Los Gatos 
Rec  Department. 
COME TO WHERE 
THE  BREAD IS 
BAKED! 
LeBoulanger,
 family 
owned
 bakery/cafe seeks
 friendly, 
outgcOg inciVeiels to joil CU team as 
Bussers, Sales 
Clerks.  Supervisors, 
&Fem. 
managers, $5-$12 houly, no 
expegiggg
 necessary. 18 
locations 
with a new store 
in
 downtown Si 
and at Metro plaza. Apply at any 
location or 305 N. 
Mathilda,  
Sunnyvale, 94086. 408774-9000 
or fax 408-523.9810. 
COUNSELOR - SKILLS
 TRAINER 
in-home.
 
As. pay: $7/hr. Great 
experience 
for  SocWk,Psy, Health 
&Ed majors. Flex hrs. 8665001. 
GREAT LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
San Jose Mortgage Company. 
Seeks F/T 
receptionist.  Growth 
potential into production
 and/or 
marketing. Fax resume w/ phone 
number and availability to Dana at 
408.236-6655.  
The 
Environmental  Resource 
Center (ERC) in WSQ 115
 is hiring 
a Director & 
Co -Director for the 97/ 
98 school year. The 2 PT positions 
work together to administer
 the 
programs, services, staff & budget 
during the year. Hours are flexible. 
All
 students
 encouraged to apply. 
Environmental, managerial,  
and  
bookkeeping experience helpful, 
Call Cere 924-5467,a fax 
924-5477.
 
TELLER WANTED, PART-TIME. 
Bilingual Spanish/English. Call Lisa 
988-4511, M-Th. 8:30-11:00. 
INSIDE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES  
Founded in 1925, George S. 
May International is a 
leading
 
management 
consulting  firm. Our 
business is exploding, and we need 
several motkrated 
selfstaters
 to help 
us schedule 
appointments with small 
to medium 
sized  business
 owners 
throughout  the Western US. 
We'll provide you with paid 
training, a competitive base salary 
+ 
commissions,
 (earnings 
potential 
d$30K+1) full benefrts, flexible work 
schedule, & a great opportunity 
to learn 
& grow with an established 
industry leader 
that promotes from 
within. If you enjoy 
people. you're 
good on the 
phone,  and you like 
to have fun, then this is the
 lob 
for 
you! Bilingual a
 
big
 plus. 
To arrange an interview. 
please call Steven 
Sanchez at 
(800) 955.0200 ext. 221. or 
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991 
W. Hedding
 
St. san Jose, Ca 95126
 
Fax: (408) 244-6415.
 FOE/At.
 
GEORGE S. MAY 
INTERNATIONAL CO. 
NEED A SUMMER 
JOB  or financial 
aid? Willing to 
work part-time. 
full-time  
or 
flexible hours and 
make great money? For 
fun, 
work 
experience
 and great money,  
don't wait, 
call now: Kristi (4081 
995-5905. 
TEACHER,
 PT/FT at high 
quality, 
Sc. dropan play center for 2-12 yr 
olds. Min. 6 ECE units
 req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends. Team teach 
ermronment. Benefits
 
avail.
 Apply 
vi 
person at KidsPark:
 
 Near Oakridge Mall,  281,8880 
5440 Thomwood Dr., Si 
 Near 
Valley  Fair, 985-2599 
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd.
 
Si.
 
 At the HUB, 510-792-9997
 
39102  Argonaut 
Way. Fremont 
 
NEW  
Westgate
 Mall 
Call Heidi at 281-8880. 
INTERNET
 CONSULTING COMPANY 
Seeks
 business
 analysts interns. 
Tech 
skill
 a plus. Flex schedule 
10 
 20 hrsteeek. 
Compensation 
based
 on 
skill 
& exp. 
Resumes 
to 
erictocpublish.com
 or 
fax  to 
415-9649960. 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS
 & Lifeguards 
wanted to work 
at
 1CC in Los Gatos 
and private
 homes. 
510-$25/hr.  
Must be certified.
 Call 358-3636 
ed. 53 
and 408-245-1998.
 
LOOKING 
FOR WORK??? 
Hundreds of job listings 
available 
in the 
CAREER  CENTER'S JOB 
BANK. 
Visit
 us in BC 13 to 
get access. 
BICYCLE
 MESSENGER 
Part-time,  Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students) 
Serving
 Downtown SanJ o 
s e. 
Inner City 
Express,  
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
YMCA SUMNER
 DAY CAMP JOBS! 
If you like the 
outdoors,
 like 
working with children  
& teens, & 
have special skills in camping, 
games,
 crafts, sports or drama, 
consider a Simmer Job at the MCA! 
Positions 
Available:
 
 DIRECTORS 
 ASSISTANT DIRECTORS 
 LEADERS 
Please call your local Y for more 
detailed information an 
application
 
*Cerra YMCA - 2981717 
(San Jose & Santa Para) 
Southwest YMCA- 
3701877  
(losGatos, Saratoga) 
*Northwest YMCA- 257-7160 
(Cupertino, Santa Data, Sunnyvale) 
*South Val* YNICA - 2269622 
(South 
San Jose) 
 AriptasA3erlyeset MCA 
- 9450919 
(Milpitas) 
ht Materna YMCA -7790203 
(Morgan
 Hill) 
INTERNET 
PUBUSHING  Opportunity 
High-tech Internet publication 
seeks outgoing
 person for post -
graduation
 FT job. Non -sales 
editorial and promotional 
position. 
No experience required.
 Fax: 
408-938-9155.
 
LEADING WIRELESS 
COMPANY 
seeking 
customer  service repre-
sentatives. PT/FT.
 Rex hrs. Salary 
+ bonus. Will
 train. Call David H. 
at 408441-8600. 
NANNY -seeking part-time runny 
in Los Gatos 
for  toddler boy who has 
some
 communication
 disabilities. 
Child
 is happy & lovable. Applicant 
MUST HAVE CAR and 
AT LEAST 4 
EXCELLENT 
REFERENCES. Salary
 
negotiable. 
Mrs.  Malish 356-51.51. 
CHIU'S BAR 
& GRILL in search
 
of Foodservers
 and Hosts with 
restaurant experience. 
Friendly,  
team oriented people 
apply in 
person Monday through 
Thursday. 
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens 
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls. 
MAKE MONEY 555$ TEACHING 
driver training & education, pt/ft, 
no 
exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557. 
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, 
INC.  
NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY
 
Great  for Students.  
F/T or P/T. All 
shifts. 
Top Pay with Many Benefits! 
Call 
or apioN in penal. Mon
 Sun 7-7. 
408-286-5880. 555 D 
Merifen Awe 
Between Sal Cabs and Paienca. 
behtd tie Call and
 Party Stem Sl. 
CANVASS DOOR TO DOOR 
set 
appointments
 for home  improve-
ment co. P/T eve/wknds;
 flex hrs. 
$7.50
 + 
bonus; will
 
train.629-2100.  
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. Desperate Asian 
couples need your help 
to
 conceive. 
Can you
 help? Ages 2 1-2 9, 
non-smoker,
 healthy & 
responsible.
 
$3,000  stipend 
aid  expenses
 
J.
 
Ceer
 eliriciees also 
needed.  Pease 
call WWFC 
1-510920-9495.
 
PRIMARY PLUS 
ACTION DAY 
PRESCHOOL
 
Teachers/Aides - FT/PT. 
ECE or Experience Preferred. 
EOE. Call 370-0357. 
YMCA NOW HIRING 
DIRECTORS  
and 
TEACHERS
 for school -age 
and preschool child care. Full 
Time
 & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or 
related units. For more Info: 
call Mary 0 2984888. 
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 
Seeking teachers and 
subs
 for 
our school age day care program. 
We can work around your school 
schedule. Early morning or after-
noon positions available. F/T 
employment available 
during
 
summer break. This is a great job 
to gain experience. Units In (CE, 
Rec. Psych, Soc. or Ed required. 
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21. 
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 
mailing
 our circulars. Begin now. 
For info call 301-4241326. 
YOU KED A JOB WITH A MUM 
We will train you for a full-time
 
position with our nation-wide firm. 
We 
offer: 
Weekly Pay Incentives 
Monthly 
Bonuses 
 Competitive Wages 
 Grouprate Health Care 
 Complete Management Training 
You
 must be career minded.  
(That's
 All) Call 408-3483936.
 
1612/HOUR 
Weekends & Evenings 
Canvassing-
 Telemarketing 
Start Saturday 
408-253-8818.
 
   
POSTAL
 JOBS    
Up to $15.23/tv PA benefits. 
415-339-8377 - 24 firs 
 *IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS**
 
 
Receptionist,  Office Clerk 
 Sales, Customer Support 
 Technician, Testing Optr. 
 Warehouse Clerk 
Call 408/9428866 or 
Fax to 408/942-8260 
Electronix Staffing 
Services,E0E  
1778  Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas 
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn 
left at Clear Lake Ave. 
MANAGER TRAINEES 
No experience necessary. Will 
Train!
 Managers earn $4000/mo 
base -I' corn. Corp.
 seeks energetic 
people
 for management. Start 
now. 
578-5197.  
LARGE FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Company looking for FULL/PART 
time help.
 Job would include word 
processing,
 filing, 
typing,
 good 
people skills, customer contact 
and losts of other
 various tasks. 
Lots of 
potential
 for growth. 
Please send resume to (408) 
452-0210, Attn. Lisa Cusella. 
MINATO 
JAPANESE
 Restaurant 
Now
 hiring for P/T foodservers & 
dishwashers.  Fun Job! Please 
apply at 617 N. 6th 
St.  998.9711. 
VALET PARKERS  P/T, nights & 
weekends for private parties 
in 
Los Gatos/Saratoga 
area.  Must 
have Min. 1 
year customer service 
experience,
 and desire to serve 
people. 
Polite, well groomed, 
and professional attitude
 only. 
19 yrs+. 
$5.75/hr.  + tips. 
Call 
Mike.  800-825-3871. 
SECURITY  
F/T & 
P/T Will Train 
Day. 
Swing & Grave Shifts 
Permanent & Short Tern, lobs 
ABCOM
 Private Security 
408447-4827. 
ACCT. SVC / EXPER. 
CREATIVE  
Team -Oriented People needed 
for small, rapidly growing 
ad -agency: Project -Based. 
Show us what
 you've got, 
e-mail cover letter
 + resume to: 
resume@pulsemc.com . 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to 
$25.00/hr 
salary  + tips. 
Students
 needed
 in 
the immediate 
aree. RA-time/part-time openings. 
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International
 Bartenders School. 
CISME& LAND TOUR EMPLOMENT 
Discover how to work 
in exotic 
locations, meet fun people, 
while 
earning up to $2,000/mo. in these 
exciting industries. Cruise Infor-
mation Services: 206-971-3554 
ext.C60411.
 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcrip(ions  to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm.
 Downtown 
near lightrail 4 blocks 
from
 SJSU. 
Hourly 
5$ plus bonus.
 Media 
Promotions 494-0200. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $120/weekl 
Become a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. 
Univ.
 Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California 
Cryobank  
415.324-1900, M
-F, 8-5pm. 
OPPORTUNITIES  
NEED MONEY for School
 or Play? 
Amazing new manual shows you 
how to make 
lots
 of itl Send for 
FREE info today! Redwood Ent. 
1.2795 Lompico Rd. 
Felton,
 CA 
95018. Attn. Dept. 101. 
CAMPUS 
CLUBS  
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE 
CWB  
of 
San  Jose State. Celebrate Irish, 
Scottish & Welsh 
culture.  All are 
Welcome To Join! Call Kelly at 
408927-7925. 
HEALTH 
& 
BEAUTY 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your 
unwanted  hair. 
Beck- Chest- 
Lip-
 Bikini - 
Chin -
Tummy
 etc. 
Students
 & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First
 appt. 
1/2 price if made 
before 
6/1/97.  
Hair Today Gone 
TOmOtTOW, 621 E. 
Campbell
 Ave. *17, Campbell. 
(408) 
379-3500.
 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted  hair removed forever. 
Specialist.  Confidential. 
Your
 own probe or 
disposable. 
335 S. Baywood
 Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486
 
SAMPLE A WiLD FOOD FREE 
Super Blue 
Green  Algae 
Reported
 Benefits
 include:
 
*Improved  Concentration 
Increased  
Energy 
weight Control 
(408)  737 2702
 
GET READY 
FOR  SUMMER NOWI 
Lose 6 inches 
+ in 1 hr. by getting 
a body wrap.
 
.NOT 
a 'water wrap' 
or 
'dehydration'  
process. IT 
IS a 
special mineral 
solution
 of food 
grade minerals & 
distilled  water. 
It firms 
body  tissue & 
tightens  
skin
 especially after 
weight  loss. 
You determine where 
inches 
come
 off. hips, 
thighs,
 abdomen 
etc. 
For info or 
appt:  
4089447826.
 
SHARED
 HOUSING  
SJSU 
INTERNATIONAL  HOUSE 
 Fun & friendly
 environment 
5 
minute walk to campus 
Spacious 
furnished  rooms 
Well-equipped
 student
 kitchen 
*Computer & 
study rooms 
Laundry
 rom 

Parking
 
 For American & 
International 
Students 
Call  924-6570 or 
stop by for a 
tour. 360 
So.  11th St. (Between 
San 
Carlos & San 
Salvador) 
DOWNTOWN 
S.J.-CLEAN  ROOM 
$350/mo.
 + $250. 
dep. All utilities
 
paid.  Non-Smoker. 507 
N. 3rd St. 
Tel. 
286-8178.  
FOR 
RENT 
2 BORK 
APARTMENT
 $900/MO.
 
 Security 
type building
 
 Secure 
Parking 
 Close In 
 
Modern
 
Building  
 
Laundry  
Room
 
Village Apts. 576
 S. 5th St. 
(408)
 295-6 89 3. 
WORD 
PROCESSING  
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term 
papers, thesis,
 resumes, group 
projects, etc. Have a 
typewriter  
to 
complete  your 
applications  for 
med/law school, etc. WII transcribe 
your taped
 interviews or research
 
notes. Fax 
machine.  Notary Public.
 
Call Anna at 
972-4992. 
SUZANNE'S 
Word Processing 
5104899794 
(Bue/Res/Thg) 
Word Processing
 & Editing 
Both Academic/Bus Work 
Accepted  
Reports   Theses  
MIA/TURA8  
Expert  In 
APA
 Format* 
WP 5.1/6.0
 - Laser Printer 
7 Days a Week 7:00am
  9:00pm 
RELIABLE- FAST-
 ACCURATE. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science  & English papers/theses
 
our specialty.
 Laser printing. 
APA, Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes, editing,
 graphics 
and other
 services available
 on 
either 
WordPerfect
 or Word. 
Masterson's Word 
Processing.  
Cab Paul a Virginia 
408251.0449.  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, term papers, group 
projects, resumes.
 All formats 
including APA. Fax available. 
Experienced, dependable,  
quick 
return.
 Almaden/Branham 
area, Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis, Resumes. Reports, etc. 
20+ Years Experience 
Medical/Legal Transcription 
Services Available. 
Reasonable Rates 
CALL (408) 2724652. 
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED* 
Graduate 
Studies, Thesis, Term 
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,  
Regimes. All 
Formats,  Specializing 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yfs Exp. 
WP 
5.1/HPLaser.  PAM'S 
PROFF_SSIONAL WORD
 PROCF_SSING, 
247.2681,
 Ram -Rpm. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COLLEGE
 SCHOLARSHIPS NOW. 
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
 
Call: 800MIBASE2.
 408.629-8941 
Email: 
sjsuescholarship4u.com  
issaa-
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PHONE: 
924-3277 
FAX: 
924-3282  
SERVICES
  
GOING ON LEAVE? Responsible 
professor will house-sit for 
Fall '97 
semester.  Call Robert Schaeffer 
(Sociology) 
913-539-4028  or 
leave message with Joan Block 
4-5320.  
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE 
Have your
 affair shot candidly 
by a trained 
photojournalist!  
Specializing In candid and 
sports action 
photos.
 You 
keep
 the negatives! B&W or 
color avail. 
Affordable  hourly 
and day rates. Contact 
Steve 
at: (408) 279-4121. 
WRITING HELP. Fast
 professional
 
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. 
Essays, letters, application 
statements,  proposals, reports, 
etc. For more info, please call 
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard.
 FAX. E -Mall 
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION 
Confidential  Spiritual
 Counseling 
Metaphysical, Astrological. 
Meditation Classes. 
Gnostic Western Tradition. 
Call (408)978-8034.
 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE  most 
subjects. Why suffer and get poor 
grades when help is available? 
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former 
college  teacher) can help 
you  
with
 research & writing. 
Fast, 
friendly, caring, confidential. 
Convenient 
Peninsula location. 
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. 
Samples & references available. 
Chinese  & other languages 
spoken. 
Foreigners  welcome! For 
free
 tips, tools and Ideas 
on 
how to Improve your writing, 
visit our user-friendly 
Website 
at http://www.aciplus.com
 
Regular eanail: 
aclinetcom.com 
Or write: Daniel,
 POB 4489,
 
IC CA 
94404 
(ask for free color brochue). 
LAUREL OFFICE 
SERVICES 
*Writing
  Editing  Typing. 
 Spreadsheet &Database Design* 
*Desktop Publishing* 
*Bookkeeping  PC Support 
Reasonable
 Rates` 
448-8119. 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who 
wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass.
 All 
levels 
welcome: Beginning, 
Intermediate  or Advanced. 
Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call 
Bill  at 408-298-6124. 
TRAVEL
 
$300 TICKET voucher anywhere
 
NatWest flies. Expires end of June. 
Sell kw $200 
b/o.416-967-2384.  
EUROPE $269. 
Within USA $794129. 
Caribbean $249. r/t 
Mexico $209. r/t 
Cheap Fares Worldwidelfill 
http://www.airhitch.org 
AIRHITCHO 1-415-834-9192 
TICKET SALEM 
LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER
 1997 
FARES.. 
BOOK NOW! 
Discount Tickets 
Europe  
Asia - Latin America 
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS 
FARES...SUMMER 1997 
Telephone Service Everyday 
The Student Travel 
Specialists  
TRAVELQWIK 
888491-9800
 
Free International 
Student  I.D. 
with purchase of ticket.
 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED
 - LOCAL 
RATES  FOR 
NATIONAL /AGENCY 
RATES 
CALL
 
408-924-3277
 
Print your 
ad
 here. Line 
is 30 spaces, 
including
 letters, numbers,
 
punctuation  
& spaces between
 
words.  
JULIIUUCICLIJUJUJIJUVJUJJJJJDJULIJJEJEJ
 
J[JiLLIULf....iLf_f_f_t_ILLILII.J1_11_11J[JULLIJULiaJLEJ
 
Ad 
Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two 
Three 
Day Days Days 
3 lines
 
$S $7 $9 
4 lines 
$6 $il $10 
5 lines $7 $9
 
$11 
6 lines  
$S
 
$10 $12 
$1 for 
each
 additional line 
Four
 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$le 
After the fifth  
day,  rate increases
 by $1 per day 
First line 
125 spaces) 
set in 
bold  
for no extra 
charge  
Up to 5 additional words 
available  in bold for $3 each 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 lines: $70 
 10-14 
lines:
 $90 
15-19 
lines:
 $110 
Five 
Days 
$13 
$id 
$15 
$18 
Flame 
ciryS
 See 
Pnnw 
Send check
 
or money order Sy. 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San
 Jose
 State University 
San Jcee, CA 
95192-0149 
III Classified desk is located in 
Dwight  Bentel Hall, Room 209. 
 Deadline 
1000
 
am two
 weekdays before 
publication
 
 All ads are prepaid. II No refunds on cancelled ads 
 Rates for consecutive publications dates only. 
 QUESTIONS? CALL 
(406)9243277  
 Special 
student  rates 
available 
for  these 
classifications.  $5.00 for
 a 
3 
One
 ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be 
placed in 
person 
in DB 
H 209, between
 10am and 2pm. 
Student
 ID 
required.  
"'Lost IL Found ads are 
offered  free, 3 lines for 3 
days, 
as
 a service
 to the campus 
community.  
Please check ,/ 
one classification:
 
Campus Pubs  Rental Housng 
Greek Messages' _Shared Housing' 
Events'
 _Real  Estate 
Announcements' _Senxess' 
Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty' 
_Volunteers' 
_Spons/Thrills'
 
_For  
Sale'  _Insurance
 
- Autos
 For Sale' 
_Entertainment'
 
_Computers
 Etc' _Travel 
_Wanted*
 
_Ttfionng'
 
Employment 
_Word  Prooessng 
..Opporturuties 
_Scholarships
 
TUTORING
 
BILINGUAL TUTORIAL 
CENTER
 
Math:  Algebra - Geometry 
Statistics  - Trig - 
Calculus
 
Physics: 
Mechanics- Electric 
Chemistry: 
Organic
 Inorganic 
English:  Speak- Read 
-Write
 
Spanish:  Hablar 
Leer- Escribir 
Call: Mike 408-298-7576 
Email: 
mvera18288@aol.com  
ENGLISH 
TUTOR 
Speaking.  Reading 
and
 Writing 
Credentialed
 H.S. Teacher. 
Call (408) 
978-8034. 
SPORTS/THRILLS   
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is 
nothing
 compared to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU student owned & operated. 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-51.0-634-7575. 
AUTO
 FOR SALE 
VW 
RABBIT
 DIESEL 1983 
gold  
color, 55,000 
miles,  4 -speed. 
$1,000. Call 408-532-0942. 
CSP CAR STEREO PLUS
-260-0797  
1410 El Camino 
Real Santa Clara 
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation.
 
INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service  
Special Student Programs
 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good 
Drivers" 
"Good Rates for 
NonGood  Divers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student". "Family Multi-car" 
CALL Toon 2965270 
FREE 
QUOTE 
NO 
HASSLE  
NO 
OBUGATION
 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
COMPUTERS  
ETC. 
REFURBISHED
 
MACS
 
BEST 
PRICES!!
 
CMISFOOM
 Computer 
CO. 
3549 Haven 
Ave. NH 
Menlo Park,
 CA 94025 
Ph: (800) 800-5115 
FAX: (415) 
306-1120 
STUDENT 
SPECIALS  
Mac 
SE & Classic 
MAC Ilsi,  ci, cx 
POWER MACS 
5200. 6214. 
6100  
MAC LC580 
Inkjet & 
Laser Printers 
Dot Matrix 
Printers 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
CHEAP CALLING
 CARDS! Call 
anywhere  in USA for 16 
minute.
 
No surcharges
 or monthly fees. 
To order 
card  or for info 
call
 
408-236-2054 or 800-370-2904. 
STUDENT 
DENTAL  PLAN I 
Only $57.00
 per year. 
Save 
30%  - 60% 
on your 
dental needs. 
For info call 
1-800-655-3225. 
Certain 
advertisements  In 
these columns
 mey refer the 
reader
 to specific telephone 
numbers 
or
 addr   for 
additional 
Information.  
Classified  readers 
should be 
reminded
 that, when 
making  
these further contacts, they 
should 
require  complete 
Information before
 sending 
money for goods 
or
 services. 
In addition, readers 
should 
carefully  Investigate 
ail  firms 
offering employment 
listings  
orcoupon for discount 
vacations or 
merchandise, 
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Ensemble  
Energy
 
Left: Masaru Koga and Dr. Hafez Modizadeh,
 were 
featured reed players during a Wednesday 
evening
 
performance.  
Below: Resa Homan, Gina 
Barnard, and Amy Chiang 
perform a dance to a work by guest composer Fred Ho, 
played by The World Repertory Ensemble, Wednesday 
evening  in the Music Building. 
PHOTOS BY CHARLES SLAY  Spartan Daily 
Witness
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Students
 
wrap
 
up tech
 
awards
 
By Yasko Agawa 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
Packaging 
scholarships 
have  
been awarded to 
encourage students 
to pursue 
an education in 
packaging
 
technology,
 which involves
 many 
areas 
of
 studies including 
design,
 
engineering,  
technology,
 business 
and environment. 
SJSU  is one of 20 
schools
 that 
provide the study 
in the United 
States and is the 
only one that 
offers a 
degree  in 
packaging
 in 
California. 
A 
packaging
 
professional
 designs 
and develops
 prod-
uct containers that 
will meet the many 
manufacturers',
 the 
consumers' and the 
government's 
requirements, 
according to a 
Packaging
 
Education 
Forum 
brochure. 
Students 
must  
know about pack-
aging materials, 
how they work 
together,
 about 
packaging 
design 
and how 
they're 
produced, about 
"Packaging  
really  is 
everywhere.
 
When you go 
shopping,  you 
don't see 
products." 
 Jorge
 A. 
Marcondes,
 
packing  program 
coordinator
 
packaging automa-
tion and how 
the package will 
work on high-tech equipment in 
the factory, about package 
strength and how it will endure 
during shipment and in the 
store.
 
"Packaging really is everywhere," 
said Jorge A. Marcondes, 
associate  
professor and 
packaging  program 
coordinator.
 "When you go shop-
ping, you 
don't see products." 
Because 
most
 of the products 
come in a package there is a high 
dem.ind for people with packaging 
degrees from the industries. 
The SJSIts department
 of 
nutrition and food science, which 
has 60 students who are concen-
trated in packaging technology, 
received more than 100 compa-
nies' requests for graduates in the 
past
 18 months. 
'The scholarships show the 
industries' demand and support 
for people who are interested in 
this field. Marcondes said. 
"The 
more
 
we
 
sponsor,
 the bet-
ter we will
 be," Jim 
Aitchison  said. 
Aitchison  is 
the
 president 
of the 
San 
Lorenzo
-based
 Tharco,
 pack-
aging 
material  
company,  
which  
employs eight
 SJSU 
graduates.  
"We are 
more than
 pleased 
with 
San 
Jose  State 
graduates."  
Tharco  is 
one of the
 scholarships
 
sponsors.  
Scholarships  
are provided
 
either by 
one of the 
companies  or 
by
 
the 
packaging
 association.
 
The total 
amount was 
$21,820 
for 
academic  year of 
1996-97. Ten 
students
 received 
$1,000,
 seven 
received $500, and 
three 
were  award-
ed $240.
 
Scholarships are 
awarded  based on 
a student' 
GPA, 
interest
 in packag-
ing study, 
and par-
ticipation
 in 
extracurricular
 
activities.
 
Cindy 
Tan, a 
member 
of
 the 
Student Packaging
 
Association
 and a 
81,000  
scholarship  
recipient, 
said she 
is working to get 
publicity 
about  the 
program. 
"We are really 
motivated 
by all 
activities," Tan said. The associa-
tion is the active body that repre-
sents professional organization, 
and it 
promotes students' study by 
bringing 
speakers, planning visits 
to shows and exhibits, and raising 
money. 
In the classroom, they 
learn 
about packaging 
materials,  pack-
aging in society
 and the environ-
ment, packaging materials 
han-
dling and distribution,
 packaging 
production systems, and so 
on. 
"The program in 
San  Jose State 
is growing
 and getting better each 
semester," Kevin 
Farrauto  said. He 
graduated from SJSU in 1988 
with 
packaging
 degree and he 
works at 
Tharco  as a engineer. 
"I was in packaging industry 
before I went 
to school. Still there 
was a lot to be 
learned,"
 Farrauto 
said 
"Packaging is always changing 
and it keeps me 
from  getting 
bored,"
 he said. 
Marketing 
continued from page 1 
line semester began with the 
interns questioning students about 
their feelings on General 
Motors.
 
"The event is about awareness 
in college 
net
 about the vehi-
cles,"
 said I :lint (:olwell,
 
the event 
coordinator. 
-Hie students 
answered ques-
ti, ns. when we handed out clues-
ionnaties  about
 the cornpanv and 
asked them about themselves," 
satti. 
:olwell
 said he believes (;MMI 
is a valuable 
program 
because
 it 
gives Me students involved
 hands -
ti CX1,crienic rit all marketing 
lase!, 
'I`Nrt, 
Pr, mum Associates
 and 
Comet.]
 
Motors)  
ask, us to help 
with the program.- said Michelle 
Ni 
ilLurtI. 
Lommunity marketing 
, 
modulator
 ol 
Smythe. "It works 
.is .1 W.I1' sit'slo.itc 
colleges
 
aboutI
 
,N1. It is 
also a way tor peo-
ple tt, ship 
tilt .5 sat without going 
to the dealership." 
Millard said the event
 benefits 
Smythe, by allowing 
the students 
to set up the event so that 
people  
had the opportunity 
to
 get into the 
automobiles
 and experience
 the 
vehicles first-hand. 
"I think this is a 
great pro-
gram," said 
James Smythe, 
vice 
president of 
Smythe  Buick, 
Pontiac,  GMC. 
He is  involved
 
with the
 program because 
he loves 
to 
see the 
students  learning
 and 
being 
enthusiastic  about  
the learn-
ing  process, 
he said. 
He said the event leads to 
some
 
awareness and 
helps  to get the 
word out about 
General Motors
 
cars. 
"The students do all the work,
 
they have all the 
autonomy," 
Mutil said. 
"They  went out and 
got  student 
research  and 
designed  
the day around
 what (the
 people) 
wanted. 
"Students  
become  aware
 of 
Smythe and
 the interns
 roll -up 
their
 sleeves and pras !is 
e 
applica-
tions,"  
Mut,'  said
 
catch
 a Buzz 
tritr,
 a 
lei 0 '
 
at 
the
 
113-hivell
 
c., 
.1.-" 
Wed.
-Sat. 
Free
 Pizza
 
8-10 
pm 
, 
Dollar
 
Drink  
Specials 
o n wectnesila saturda a
 
'm
-S
 
am 
NEVER A COVER CHARGE 
Cool SandsFooballJukabox 
Pool TablerElectron/c Darts 
Sig 
Screen  TV, 
BAR Erg 
LOUNGE
 
372 south first street
 
(formerly aiax lounge) 
408.298.2529 
Thu- Islay I 
Fn May 2 
Sat flay 
3 
Wednesdays 
Drafts
 
Winterfest)
 
Fun
 
Bone 
Coo&  
Foot
 
Veket
 !ales
 
Honey Comb 
Hideout 
Throw 
vour  graduation
 bash at the 6 hive,
 
call office line:
 
298-6499
 
as....m 
